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Abstract
The top-quark is special amongst the known elementary particles and even more so amongst
a particular subset of these particles – the quarks. While being significantly heavier than
any other known elementary particle, it is unique amongst the quarks due to its very
large decay width. It is affected by all possible decays of the top-quark and hence opens
a window to physics beyond the Standard Model. This thesis presents studies on the
measurement of this quantity in the context of semileptonically decaying tt̄ pairs in the
ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider. It is estimated by using the fiducial,
differential cross-section dσ/ dmt defined on the level of stable particles. The motivation
as well as other potential applications of this fiducial cross-section are discussed. In
the presented studies, the fiducial cross-section is obtained by unfolding the measured
differential cross-section using singular value decomposition. Emphasise is placed on the
careful tuning of the unfolding procedure and the evaluation of its performance. The
presented studies are meant to be proof-of-concept studies to determine whether such an
approach is feasible and should be continued in a real measurement or not.

Zusammenfassung
Das Top-Quark nimmt einen besonderen Platz unter den bekannten Elementarteilchen,
im Besonderen aber unter den Quarks, ein. Es ist schwerer als alle anderen Elemen-
tarteilchen und einzigartig unter den Quarks aufgrund seiner großen Zerfallsbreite. Diese
berücksichtigt alle möglichen Zerfälle des Top-Quarks, sodass eine Abweichung von den
Standardmodellvorhersagen einen Hinweis auf neue Physik geben kann. Diese Arbeit
präsentiert Studien zur Messung dieser Größe im Kontext von semileptonisch zerfallenden
tt̄ Paaren, welche im ATLAS Experiment am Large Hadron Collider beobachtet werden.
Die Zerfallsbreite wird aus einer Messung des differenziellen Wirkungsquerschnitts dσ/ dmt

auf dem wohldefinierten Teilchenniveau bestimmt. Dieser Arbeit diskutiert die Motivation
und Definition einer einer solchen Messung des Wirkungsquerschnitts und stellt weitere
mögliche Anwendungen vor. In den vorgestellten Studien wird dieser Wirkungsquerschnitt
durch das Entfalten der im Detektor gemessen Verteilung mittels Singulärwertzerlegung
bestimmt und ein Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit ist durch die Vorstellung sowie Untersuchung
dieser Entfaltungsmethode gegeben. Die präsentierten Studien stellen Machbarkeitsstudien
dar, um zu bestimmen, ob ein solcher Ansatz weiterverfolgt werden sollte oder nicht.
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1 Introduction

The ongoing advancement of humankind is driven by the irrepressible aspiration to
understand how things function and what they are made of. Elementary particle physics
is at the forefront of this endeavour as it strives to describe the smallest constituents of
matter. It is the key to our endless curiosity of understanding the most fundamental
questions: When and – more important – how did the universe begin? Although the
ultimate answer is yet unknown, the Standard Model of elementary particle physics is the
current theoretical framework describing the elementary particles and their interactions. It
is the culmination of work done over the past decades while constantly being improved and
extended. Nonetheless, the core concepts of the model withstand all efforts trying to falsify
them using experiments of ever increasing magnitude. Huge laboratories operate particle
accelerators reaching higher and higher energies to test the predictions of the Standard
Model and to advance our knowledge of elementary particles and their interactions. One
of these advances is the discovery of the top-quark – one of six known quarks – at the
Tevatron at Fermilab. This quark is set apart from all other elementary particles by one
property: its incredibly large mass.
This large mass also affects other properties and hence the top-quark is unique amongst
the quarks. Studying this particle could be pivotal for discovering physics beyond the
Standard Model due to the large amount of energy being available in its decay.
However, the decay width of the top-quark, which is most important when describing the
decay, has not yet been measured precisely but is predicted to be much larger than for
any other quark. This corresponds to a very short life time which is even shorter than the
timescale needed to form bound states with other quarks. Consequently, the top-quark is
the only quark which can be observed as a “bare” quark, preserving its properties in the
decay. Entire analyses, like the measurement of spin correlation, base their motivation on
this feature which sets the top-quark apart from all other quarks.
Additionally, the decay width of the top-quark is sensitive to physics beyond the Standard
Model. Many possible extensions and additional particles would participate in the decay
and hence enter in the decay width.

The top-quarks studied here are produced at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in Geneva.
It is the newest and most powerful particle accelerator available for scientists all around the
world as well as the largest machine ever built by humankind. Several detectors record the
result of the proton-proton collisions delivered by the LHC. The analysis presented in this
thesis uses events with top-quark pairs decaying to one charged lepton, the corresponding
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1 Introduction

(anti-)neutrino and jets recorded by the ATLAS detector.
The analysis explores the potential for measuring the decay width using a fiducial measure-
ment of the cross-section – a quantity proportional to the rate of events – as a function of
the reconstructed invariant mass of the top-quark. The result of a fiducial measurement
should be independent of detector as well as of modelling effects. As will be discussed in
this thesis, only well defined objects on the level of stable particles – the particle level –
should be used in such a measurement. Once obtained, the fiducial measurement can be
stored and later reused easily in a combination with results obtained by other experiments.
It can also be used to test theoretical models without the need to include detector effects
in the prediction.

The next chapter will give an introduction to the Standard Model of elementary particle
physics followed by a more detailed discussion of the top-quark and its properties. Addition-
ally, theoretical predictions and the experimental status of decay width measurements are
presented. Chapter 3 will describe both the LHC and the ATLAS experiment. Unfolding,
which is used to correct for detector effects in general as well as the method used in
this analysis are detailed in Chapter 4. Chapters 5 and 6 present the particle level and
studies performed to investigate the expected sensitivity on the decay width and mass.
The following Chapters 7 and 8 introduce detector effects and estimate the impact on the
previous studies. Chapter 9 closes the circle by discussing the correction of detector effects
by unfolding the measured distributions down to particle level. Concluding this thesis,
Chapter 10 investigates one major source of systematic uncertainty before a conclusion is
given.

Natural units ~ = c = e = 1 are used throughout this thesis and all given values for
particle properties are taken from [1] unless otherwise stated.
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2 Theoretical Background

This analysis presents studies on the measurement of the top-quark decay width – a
property predicted by the Standard Model – and thus the fundamental aspects of this
theory will be presented in this chapter. Additionally, the physics of the top-quark and
its unique position among the quarks will be discussed followed by a brief description of
Monte Carlo event generators – a tool crucial for the performed studies.

2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

Fig. 2.1: Overview of all known elementary
fermions and their affiliation to one of the
three families.

The current Standard Model of elementary par-
ticle physics serves as theoretical framework to
understand the behaviour and properties of the
microcosm. It is based on quantum field the-
ories which describe the interactions between
fermions – half integer spin particles – mediated
by bosons with integer spins. The Standard
Model currently incorporates three fundamental
forces: the electromagnetic, weak and strong
force. The fourth fundamental force – gravity
– is not included.

2.1.1 The Elementary Particles

Elementary particles are the basic building
blocks of matter and have no known substructure. The Standard Model currently comprises
twelve different spin-1/2 particles – the so-called fermions. One distinguishes between two
distinct kinds of elementary fermions: quarks and leptons. An overview of all known
elementary fermions is given in Figure 2.1. The set of six known quarks is further divided
into two groups: up- and down-type quarks while the known set of leptons is separated
into electrically charged and neutral particles, the so-called neutrinos. All particles within
one of these four groups share the same quantum numbers. As visualised in Figure 2.1, a
second ordering scheme is implied which places the known elementary fermions in one of
three families. All observed stable matter is solely built by the members of the first family
– the electron, the electron neutrino, the up- and the down-quark. The particles in the
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2 Theoretical Background 2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

other two families are unstable and can only be observed for a brief moment after their
creation in high energetic processes, e.g. in a particle collider.

The aforementioned separation into distinct types of fermions is made due to their different
quantum numbers. In analogy to the electric charge, one can interpret the different
quantum numbers presented in the following as the charges of one of the fundamental
forces.

Electric Charge The defining property which separates the four different types of parti-
cles is the electric charge Q. Charged leptons carry Q = −1 whereas their counterpart – the
neutrinos – do not have an electric charge and hence will not participate in electromagnetic
processes. The up-type quarks carry an electric charge of Q = +2/3 whereas the down-type
quarks carry Q = −1/3.

Isospin The isospin, typically described by its third component T3, is the charge of
the weak interaction. Due to the vector minus axialvector (V − A) structure of the
charged current interaction, it only couples to left-handed particles. One has to carefully
differentiate between the chirality and the helicity of particles: the chirality is a quantity
invariant under Lorentz boosts and obtained by using the chirality operator γ5 on a spinor
representing the particle. The helicity is the sign of the projection of the spin onto the
momentum axis. It is not Lorentz invariant (unless the particle is massless) and thus in
general not identical to the chirality. The handedness refers to the chirality of the particle.
Therefore, the left-handed leptons and quarks are ordered in isospin doublets (T3 = ±1/2)
while the right-handed particles are present in isospin singlets (T3 = 0):

(
ν

l−

)

L

(
u

d

)

L

uR dR l−R .

Neutrinos solely couple to V −A structures and are assumed to be massless in the Standard
Model. Conclusively, only left-handed neutrinos participate in the interactions described
by the Standard Model.

Colour Charge The colour charge is the charge of the strong interaction and only carried
by quarks. It can take three different values which are called, in analogy to real colours,
red, blue and green. Therefore, leptons do not participate in the strong interaction.

For every particle there exists an antiparticle of equal mass but inverted quantum numbers.
The interactions are included in the Standard Model by requiring the Lagrangian of a
free particle to be invariant under local gauge transformations. They are described in the
following.

2.1.2 The Electroweak Interaction

The electromagnetic interaction is included in the Lagrangian by requiring it to be invariant
under the local gauge transformation U(1)Q. To achieve the gauge invariance, one has to
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2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics 2 Theoretical Background

modify the derivative and introduce a local gauge field Aµ corresponding to the photon,
the intermediating boson of the electromagnetic interaction. The same can be done to
include the weak interaction by using SU(2)L as the symmetry group. This introduces
three additional fields W 1,2,3

µ of which W 1
µ and W 2

µ are linearly combined to form the W+

and W− bosons. However, no correspondence to any known particle was found for the
third component W 3

µ .

A solution to this problem was first developed by Weinberg, Salam and Glashow
[2–4], who proposed to unify the descriptions of electromagnetic and weak interactions
into the electroweak interaction described by a common gauge symmetry group:

U(1)Y × SU(2)L

where the hypercharge Y = 2Q − T3 is the generator of the U(1)Y interaction which
introduces a field Bµ to the Lagrangian to ensure gauge invariance. Mixing W 3

µ and Bµ

using a unitary matrix characterised by the Weinberg-angle θW , leads to two gauge fields:

Aµ = W 3
µ sin(θW ) +Bµ cos(θW ) and

Zµ = W 3
µ cos(θW )−Bµ sin(θW ) .

Aµ corresponds to the photon and only couples to electrically charged particles while the
new gauge field Zµ corresponds to the Z0 boson which is the mediating particle of the
weak neutral current interaction.

The charged current interaction given by the SU(2)L gauge symmetry group allows mixing
between different generations of quarks because the weak eigenstates are not equal to the
flavour eigenstates [5, 6]. This is described by the unitary CKM matrix which connects
the weak down-type eigenstates |d′〉 to the flavour eigenstates |d〉:



| d′〉
| s′〉
| b′〉


 =



Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb






| d〉
| s〉
| b〉


. (2.1)

The square of the absolute value for each entry of the CKM matrix gives the probability
for finding a specific flavour in a given weak eigenstate.

2.1.3 The Strong Interaction

The strong interaction is described by quantum chromodynamics and is given by the
gauge symmetry group SU(3)C . It describes the interactions of particles carrying a colour
charge. The eight generators of SU(3)C result in eight different gluons. Those are the
mediating particles in the strong interaction. Furthermore, they can couple to each other
due to carrying colour charges themselves. The so-called confinement requires quarks to
be bound in colourless hadrons because states with a net colour charge are not invariant
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2 Theoretical Background 2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

under SU(3)C transformations. Therefore, quarks cannot be observed as free particles in
nature. These colourless hadrons are either mesons |qq̄〉 combining two quarks carrying
a colour and the corresponding anticolour charge, or baryons |qqq〉 combining all three
colours or anticolours. The strong coupling increases with increasing distance between
two quarks which are bound by gluons in contrast to the weak coupling that decreases
with increasing distance. If one tries to separate two quarks, there is a point where it is
energetically more favourable to produce an additional quark-antiquark pair instead of
increasing the distance any further. This results in hadronisation – a quark in the final
state of any process spawns quark-antiquark pairs until the energy is too low and bound
states between these quarks are able to form. These bound states are the aforementioned
hadrons – the actual particles which are observable in experiments. Due to the large
energies available in modern experiments, every final state quark yields a large number
of hadrons. These hadrons typically form a cone-like structure, a so-called jet, which is
measured in the detector.

2.1.4 The Higgs Mechanism

Up to this point, the theory describes the kinematics of massless fermions and their
interactions mediated by massless bosons. Nevertheless, a variety of experiments have
measured masses for the fermions and the W and Z bosons. This issue can be solved by
the Higgs mechanism [7, 8] where spontaneous symmetry breaking is used to include the
masses of the fermions (except the neutrinos) and W and Z bosons while keeping the
photon and gluon massless. This is achieved by adding a new doublet φ with a potential
V (φ) to the Lagrangian. The potential has its minimum at φ 6= 0 and thus rewriting
the field φ with respect to the deviation of that minimum yields additional terms in the
Lagrangian. These are divided into mass terms for the massive bosons and fermions as
well as the coupling of these particles to a new gauge field. This new gauge field was
interpreted as a new particle, the Higgs boson. It has been sought for several decades
before it has finally been discovered in 2012 by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at
the LHC [9, 10].

2.2 The Top-Quark

This section gives an overview over the studied particle of this analysis – the top-quark.
Several properties are discussed with a focus on the decay and theoretical predictions for
the top-quark decay width. Furthermore, details on the production of tt̄ pairs at the LHC
and their possible decay channels are given.

2.2.1 Properties

In the Standard Model, the top-quark is the weak isospin partner of the bottom-quark
thus having an isospin of T3 = + 1/2 and carrying an electric charge of Q = + 2/3 as the
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2.2 The Top-Quark 2 Theoretical Background

two other up-type quarks. It has been discovered in 1995 by the CDF and D0 experiments
at the Tevatron [11, 12]. The most intensively measured property of the top-quark is its
mass. The most precise and published result is the combination of the results of the CDF
and D0 collaborations at the Tevatron [13]:

mt = 173.17± 0.94 GeV .

Very recently, a world-wide combination of this result and the current measurements of
the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the LHC became available [14]:

mt = 173.34± 0.76 GeV .

Therefore, the top-quark is by far the heaviest known elementary particle with its mass
being in the region of heavy atoms like gold and tungsten. Due to its large mass, the
top-quark is the dominant fermion in loop corrections. The measured mass of the W boson
is affected by tb loops depending on mt and HW loops depending on mH . This yields a
relation between the masses which allowed to constrain the possible mass regions in Higgs
boson searches and can now be used to test the consistency of the Standard Model.

Even though the top-quark has been discovered almost 20 years ago, many of its properties
have not been measured and are simply assumed based on their theoretical predictions.
Others have only been measured to a poor precision not allowing any meaningful comparison
with their predicted values within the Standard Model. The isospin, the defining property
placing the left handed top-quark in an isospin doublet with the bottom-quark, has actually
never been measured. The electric charge has not been measured to a high precision but
agrees with the Standard Model value while alternative models with a top-quark charge
of Q = − 4/3 could be excluded [15]. The very large decay width – and thus very short
lifetime – sets the top-quark apart from all other quarks. However, this assumption is
primarily based on theoretical predictions and has not been measured to a satisfactory
precision. Exploring the potential of a decay width measurement is the goal of this analysis
and thus its theoretical prediction as well as previous measurements are described in detail
in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.2 Production of Top-Quarks at Hadron Colliders

In hadron colliders, top-quarks are predominantly produced in pairs consisting of a top
t and an antitop t̄ quark. The main production mechanism of these tt̄ pairs in hadron
colliders is the strong interaction between the gluon and quark components of the colliding
protons. The leading order Feynman diagrams for quark-antiquark annihilation and
gluon fusion are shown in Figure 2.2.
In a proton-proton (pp) collision, each parton carries an unknown fraction x of the proton’s
total momentum which varies in each event. Therefore, the total momentum along the
beam axis in a single collision is unknown and thus cannot be used in the reconstruction
and the analysis. As a consequence, the centre-of-mass energy between both partons

√
ŝ
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2 Theoretical Background 2.2 The Top-Quark

(a) qq̄ annihilation (b) gg fusion

Fig. 2.2: Leading order Feynman diagrams for the tt̄ production at hadron colliders via qq̄ annihilation
(a) and gg fusion (b).
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Fig. 2.4: Measured tt̄ production cross section at the
Tevatron and LHC at different centre-of-mass energies
and their theoretical predictions [18].

is different in each event and typically substantially smaller than the total centre-of-mass
energy

√
s between the protons. The probability to find a parton with a certain momentum

fraction in the proton is given by the parton distribution function (PDF) f(x, µ2) with
µ being the scale at which they are evaluated [16]. Figure 2.3 shows the CT10 PDF
evaluated at the scale of µ = 2mt. For large proton energies, only a small momentum
fraction of the proton’s momentum is required to reach the minimum energy of 2mt which
is needed to produce a tt̄ pair. Therefore, the gg fusion, depicted in Figure 2.2b, is the
dominant production mechanism of tt̄ pairs at the LHC. The total production cross-section
for tt̄ pairs in the collision of two protons can be – according to the factorisation theorem –
written as [16]:

σpp→tt̄ =
∑

i,j

∫ ∫
dxi dxjf

(
xi, µ

2
)
f
(
xj, µ

2
)
σij→tt̄

(
xi, xj, αs, ŝ

)
. (2.2)

Here, i and j refer to the different parton contents of a proton – quarks, antiquarks and
gluons – and the sum is taken over all possible combinations to produce a tt̄ pair at a
given order. At leading order QCD production, at least two strong couplings are required,
all possible diagrams are shown in Figure 2.2. At higher orders, tt̄ pairs can also be
produced from qg initial states. Furthermore, σij→tt̄ is the partonic cross-section for the
process. It depends on the parton centre-of-mass energy ŝ = xixjs and includes the phase
space integration for the outgoing particles. The measured cross sections at the LHC
and the Tevatron are shown in Figure 2.4 together with their predicted values. Overall,
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2.2 The Top-Quark 2 Theoretical Background

Fig. 2.5: Leading order Feynman diagram for the decay of a tt̄ pair with all possible final states.

the measured values agree well with the theoretical predictions. The plot also shows the
increasing contribution of gg fusion towards higher centre-of-mass energies as the difference
in the predicted cross-sections for pp and pp̄ becomes smaller.

It is also possible to produce single top-quarks in pp collisions via the electroweak interaction.
However, the cross-sections for these processes are significantly smaller than the ones for
the strong production of tt̄ pairs.

2.2.3 Decay

Top-quarks decay almost immediately and thus cannot be observed directly but can be
studied through their decay products. The following detailed discussion of this decay is
essential in the understanding of the analysis presented here.

In the Standard Model, the top-quark decays through the weak interaction into a W
boson and a down-type quark t → W+qd. In principle, this down-type quark can be
a down-, strange- or bottom-quark. However, the corresponding CKM matrix element
for the decay into a b-quark exceeds the ones for d- and s-quarks by far with a value of
|Vtb| = 1.021± 0.032 [1] and thus the top-quark decays almost exclusively into a b-quark.
Beyond the Standard Model decays like the one into an up-type quark and a Z boson
t → Zqu – implying the existence of flavour changing neutral currents – have not been
observed so far [19].

Decay of tt̄ Pairs

As stated before, the top-quark is predominantly produced in tt̄ pairs at hadron colliders
and almost exclusively decays to a W boson and a bottom-quark t→ Wb. The subsequent
decay of the W boson – either into two quarks or into a charged lepton and a neutrino
– defines different decay channels of tt̄ pairs as depicted in Figure 2.5. There are three
different classes of tt̄ decays which have to be treated differently due to their distinct
final states. One speaks of a dilepton decay if both W bosons decay into leptons, with
l ∈ {e, µ, τ} and the corresponding neutrino, yielding a total of nine different combinations.
The l + jets channel is characterised by one leptonically and one hadronically decaying W
boson. 36 combinations for such a final state exist, 12 for each of the possible leptons. In
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case both W bosons decay into quarks one speaks of an alljets event with a total of 36
combinations.

Fig. 2.6: Visualised tt̄ branching ratios

Figure 2.6 shows the different final states and their
branching ratios solely based on combinatorics (with
a good agreement to the measured branching ratios
[1]). Special consideration has to be given to the final
states involving a τ lepton: this cannot be measured
directly as it decays before it reaches any active parts
of the detector. A τ also decays into aW boson and a
tau neutrino. However, the W boson can then decay
into an electron or muon with the corresponding
neutrino or into quarks and thus events involving
taus can contribute to different categories depending
on the subsequent τ decay. Due to its large branching

ratio as well as the clean signature with a high energetic charged lepton, this analysis uses
e+jets and µ+jets events. This also includes τ + jets events with a leptonically decaying τ
lepton.

Decay Width

Assuming that the top-quark decays via t→ Wq (q being any down-type quark), its decay
width depends primarily on the top-quark massmt and the Fermi coupling constant GF [20].

Fig. 2.7: Leading order t-quark de-
cay (black) with examples for higher
order QCD corrections (red).

In leading order perturbation theory, the decay width
can be obtained by calculating the leading order matrix
element for the decay shown in Figure 2.7 and using
Fermi’s Golden Rule. Neglecting the masses of the down-
type quark in the calculation and implying only three
quark generations as well as the unitary of the CKM
matrix (|Vtd|2 + |Vts|2 + |Vtb|2 = 1) , one obtains: [16]

Γt =
GFm

3
t

8π
√

2

(
1−m

2
W

m2
t

)2(
1 + 2

m2
W

m2
t

)
.

Assuming the top-quark mass value from the world combination, one obtains Γt = 1.51GeV.
However, several corrections due to quantum chromodynamics – some examples are depicted
in Figure 2.7 – have to be considered in the calculation and substantially decrease the
theoretical value [20].
Next-to-leading order QCD calculations yield a decay width of Γt = 1.33GeV with a 1%

uncertainty assuming mt = 172.5GeV [21, 22]. The inclusion of next-to-next-to-leading
order QCD effects only changes the value within this 1% uncertainty and corrects it to
Γt = 1.32GeV [23]. The corresponding lifetime of the top-quark is τ ≈ 0.5 · 10−24 s. This is
shorter than the timescale at which hadronisation takes effect [16] and thus the top-quark
is the only quark that can be studied as a “bare” quark. This allows to study effects such
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as the correlation of the top-quark and top-antiquark in tt̄ pairs which are distorted for all
other types of quarks due to hadronisation.

The total decay width of the top-quark is sensitive to physics beyond the Standard Model
which modify the decay. An example for such a modification are the decays via neutral
currents mentioned before. Furthermore, extensions to the Standard Model – like super
symmetry – often introduce additional charged Higgs bosons [24]. These could be produced
in the decay of top-quarks t→ H+b and hence modify the value of Γt. However, current
experimental results, which are presented in the following, are not yet precise enough to
properly test realistic extensions to the Standard Model.

Current Measurements of Γt

Two possible approaches to infer on the top-quark decay width are currently undertaken:
a heavily model-dependent, indirect measurements and a direct measurement which is less
model dependent at the cost of a significant reduction in precision. Both approaches and
the current measurements are presented in the following.

An indirect measurement can be performed when measuring the value R defined as:

R =
B(t→ Wb)∑

q=d,s,b

B(t→ Wq)
,

which is the ratio of decays to b-quarks and decays to all known down-type quarks. In the
Standard Model, the denominator is equal to one and thus R = B(t→ Wb). To extract
the total decay width of the top-quark, one assumes that the Standard Model is valid and
combines the measurement of R with a cross-section measurement of single top-quarks:

Γt =
σt

B(t→ Wb)
· Γ(t→ Wb)

σtheot

.

Here, σtheot is the theoretical t-channel cross-section for single tops and Γ(t → Wb) the
theoretical partial decay width for the decay into Wb. The value of the partial decay
width is obtained as before but restricted to the decay t→ Wb – resulting in an additional
factor of |Vtb|2 due to the Wtb vertex.
Due to the Standard Model prediction for the cross-section being included, the measured
width can only be interpreted as the decay width of the top-quark if the Standard Model
is indeed correct. Nonetheless, a deviation from the predicted value would indicate physics
beyond the Standard Model.

Indirect measurements of Γt have been performed by the D0 collaboration at the Tevatron
[25] and the CMS collaboration at the LHC [26]. The former obtained a value of

ΓD0
t = 2.00+0.47

−0.43 GeV ,

11
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while the latter obtained a value of

ΓCMS
t = 1.36± 0.02(stat.)+0.14

−0.11(syst.)GeV .

Both measurements are in agreement with the Standard Model prediction. Even though
the result obtained by the CMS collaboration is significantly more precise, the relative
uncertainty is still ∼ 10 %. Therefore, one is not yet sensitive to small corrections of the
decay width which could be caused by physics beyond the Standard Model.

In a direct measurement, the decay width is extracted directly from the differential cross-
section dσ/dmt similar to the measurement of the Z boson decay width at e+e− colliders.
This yields a model independent result which can be used to infer on physics beyond the
Standard Model. Unfortunately, the distribution in the observed top-quark mass is domi-
nated by resolution effects which exceed the effect of the decay width on the shape of the dis-
tribution. This significantly reduces the precision of a direct measurement and coping with
the large uncertainty when extracting the decay width is the main challenge in such measure-
ments.
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Fig. 2.8: Reconstructed mt distribution
from CDF measurement [27] for different
Γt.

The most precise value obtained in a direct measure-
ment has been measured by the CDF collaboration
at the Tevatron [27]. Figure 2.8 shows the recon-
structed mreco

t distribution taken from simulations
for different values of Γt. Due to the energy res-
olution of the detector, the width of the observed
distribution is much larger than the expected decay
width of the top-quark. Changing the value of the
decay width by one order of magnitude only slightly
changes the shape of the distribution. The value for
the decay width is extracted by performing a tem-
plate fit to the distribution in mreco

t . The following
limits are set:

1.10GeV < ΓCDF
t < 4.05GeV (@68% C.L.) .

Compared to the indirect measurement performed by the D0 collaboration, which uses
a dataset of approximately the same size, the precision of the direct measurement is
significantly worse. Nonetheless, this thesis discusses studies and expected statistical
uncertainties towards a direct measurement of the top-quark decay width at the ATLAS
experiment, making use of the much larger number of top-quark events produced at the
LHC.
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2.3 Monte Carlo Event Generation
The here presented proof-of-concept studies use simulated events to investigate the
prospects of a fiducial dσ/ dmt and decay width measurement. Therefore, this section will
give a brief description of the different steps performed in the generation of events. It goes
without saying that a detailed discussion is not possible within this context and hence
Reference [28] should be consulted for those details.

Fig. 2.9: Illustration of the different stages in the Monte Carlo event generation for a gg → tt̄→
bW+b̄W− → bqq̄′b̄l−ν. The colliding protons are shown in purple, the hard process in blue and the
parton shower in red. The hadronisation is illustrated in light green while the resulting hadrons are
represented by dark green.

Figure 2.9 shows a schematic illustration of the evolution of a simulated event. From each
of the colliding protons, an interacting parton is chosen taking the parton density functions
into account. The remnants of the proton will participate in the underlying event while
the chosen partons initiate the hard process shown in blue. The hard process is described
by a matrix element and typically contains the interesting physics effects studied in almost
all analyses. The particles, their energies and momenta in one simulated event are taken
from one phase-space point in the Monte Carlo integration of the integrals in Equation 2.2
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after weighting with the matrix element.
Similar to QED bremsstrahlung leading to the emission of additional photons, QCD
radiation has to be modelled to correctly describe the real processes. In principal, this
additional radiation could also be described by the matrix element and hence be included
in the hard process. In practice, this is unfortunately hardly ever possible due to technical
and computational limitations. Nonetheless, modern event generators allow to add a few
additional partons in the matrix element which should improve the precision of the results.
Different numbers of additional partons will be taken as an example in this thesis to
illustrate the model testing capabilities of a fiducial measurement of the tt̄ cross-section.
The majority of the radiation is added using parton shower simulations which also decrease
the momentum transfer scale from a very high scale in the hard process down to the scale
at which hadrons form. The result of the parton shower is a large number of quarks and
gluons depicted in red in Figure 2.9.
Using a hadronisation model, those quarks and gluons form hadrons. Such a model
typically identifies subsets of all quarks and gluons which are close to each other and
net no colour charge. Depending on their composition, the subsets are then replaced by
multiple hadrons. These hadrons then decay further into particles stable enough to be
measured by the detectors. In Chapter 5, these stable hadrons will be used to build the
objects for the fiducial measurement.

The result of the event generation can then be passed to a simulation of the detector
geometry such that the simulation describes the actual data. For these studies, the
simulated detector is the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider, both of which
are going to be discussed in the next chapter.
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3 Experimental Setup

This chapter describes the experimental setup used in the analysis. The first section
describes the Large Hadron Collider while the second section focusses on the ATLAS
detector.

3.1 The Large Hadron Collider

Fig. 3.1: Overview of the CERN accelerator complex [29].

The LHC [30] is located at the CERN research center close to Geneva at the Franco-Swiss
border. With a circumference of 27 km, it is the largest as well as the most powerful
particle accelerator in terms of centre-of-mass energy between the accelerated particles
ever built by humankind. It was originally designed to accelerate protons to an energy of
7 TeV resulting in collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. It was first operated at
3.5 TeV beam energy from 2010 to 2012 followed by a data taking period at a collision
energy of 8 TeV until early 2013. After an upgrade-phase, the LHC is scheduled to restart
in 2015 with a new data-taking period at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV before being
ramped up to its design value of 14 TeV. The LHC is also able to accelerate lead ions in
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order to study the physics in proton-lead and lead-lead collisions. However, this mode is
not adressed in this analysis and thus not discussed in further detail. The protons are
extracted from a hydrogen source after stripping off the electrons and bunched together.
Before those protons are injected into the LHC, they pass through a chain of accelerators
[31] which is depicted in Figure 3.1. The first accelerator, Linac 2, accelerates the protons
to an energy of 50 MeV. These protons are then injected into the Proton Synchrotron
Booster which raises the energy to 1.4 GeV, followed by the Proton Synchrotron which
increases it up to 25 GeV. Upon injection into the main LHC ring, the protons have an
energy of 450 GeV after passing the Super Proton Synchrotron. In the main ring, they
are further accelerated until they reach their nominal energy of 4 TeV (in case of 8 TeV
collision energy). The entire acceleration process takes about 20 minutes. However, once
the protons reached their nominal energy, they can be stored in the main ring for several
hours while the experiments located at the LHC take data.
The actual acceleration of the protons is done by using electromagnetic fields within a
high-vacuum beam pipe. Since time-constant fields cannot reach gradients which are
large enough, radio-frequency cavities creating a time-oscillating field are used. There-
fore, particles are present in bunches of ∼ 1011 particles whose revolution frequency is
synchronised with the frequency of the electric field such that they pass the cavities during
an acceleration phase. Because both beams consist of positively charged particles, they
are kept in separate beam pipes which only intersect in the interaction points where the
different experiments are located. Up to 2800 bunches are present in each beam, achieving
a bunch crossing rate at the interaction points of about 40 MHz.
Superconducting dipole magnets with fields up to 8T are used to keep the protons on
a circular orbit. In addition, quadrupole magnets are employed to focus the beam in
the plane transverse to the beam direction. Focussing the beam in the interaction point
increases the probability for proton-proton interactions to occur. Additionally, sextupole
magnets are used to correct for dispersion effects due to different bending and focussing of
particles having slightly different momenta [32].

Besides the centre-of-mass energy, the luminosity is another important quantity to charac-
terise the collider. It can be calculated from the beam parameters of the collider:

L =
1

4π
·N1N2fNb

σxσy

[
1

cm2s

]
,

where N1 and N2 are the number of particles in the colliding bunches, f is the revolution
frequency of about 11 kHz and Nb is the number of bunches. σx and σy describe the
beam profile in the transverse plane under the assumption of a Gaussian shape. This
instantaneous luminosity relates the rate of events Ṅ to the cross-section σ of a certain
process:

Ṅ = Lσ .
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Fig. 3.2: Total integrated luminosity for the AT-
LAS detector until 10.3.2014 [33].

The instantaneous luminosity can also be
measured by counting the rate of a process
with a well-known theoretical value of the
cross-section. The time-integrated luminos-
ity is a measure of the total collected data.
The development of the integrated luminos-
ity which has been measured by the ATLAS
experiment is shown in Figure 3.2.

Besides the ATLAS experiment, which is a
multi-purpose detector with a wide-ranging
physics program, the LHC provides particle
collisions for three additional major experi-
ments. The CMS experiment [34] is also a multi-purpose detector and follows a similar
physics program. The LHCb experiment [35] focusses on physics involving b-quarks and
the study of CP violation. Lastly, the ALICE [36] experiment studies the collisions of lead
ions, especially the produced quark-gluon plasma.

3.2 The ATLAS Detector

The ATLAS detector [37] has a cylindric shape around the LHC beam axis. The interaction
point is in the centre of the detector, allowing a coverage of nearly the entire solid angle
of 4π. The detector has a diameter of 25m, a length of 44m and a total weight of 7000
tonnes. It consists of different layers of subdetectors which are each optimised to fulfill
their specialised roles and measure certain types of particles and their properties. Figure
3.3 shows the cylindric layers of the different subdetectors which will be described further
in this section.

Fig. 3.3: Schematic overview of the ATLAS detector showing its different layers [38].
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3.2.1 The Coordinate System

The ATLAS collaboration uses a right-handed coordinate system with the z-axis pointing
along the beam axis, the x-axis being directed towards the center of the main accelerator
ring and the y-axis pointing upwards. Each particle is described by a four-momentum
vector that contains the energy E and the spatial momentum ~p =

(
px, py, pz

)
of the

particle:

p =
(
E , px , py , pz

)
.

The angle φ is measured with respect to the positive x-axis in the plane perpendicular to
the beam axis while the angle θ is the one between the particle’s direction and the positive
z-axis. The transverse momentum pT is defined as:

pT =
√
p2
x + p2

y .

Instead of the angle θ, the pseudorapidity η is often used to describe the angle of a particle
with respect to the beam axis:

η := − ln

[
tan

(
θ

2

)]
=

1

2
ln

[|~p|+ pz
|~p| − pz

]
.

The Cartesian coordinates can be expressed via the following equations:

px =pT cosφ ,

py =pT sinφ ,

pz =pT sinh η .

A frequently used quantity to describe the distance of particles in the detector is ∆R =√
∆η2 + ∆φ2, where ∆η and ∆φ are the differences of the particle’s angles φ and pseudo-

rapidities η, respectively.

3.2.2 The Inner Detector

The inner detector is located closest to the beam pipe and shown in Figure 3.4. The main
purpose of the inner detector is the tracking of charged particles and subsequent vertex
measurements. Charged particles created in the interaction produce charges by ionisation
of the material while traversing the different subcomponents of the inner detector. Being
closest to the beam pipe, the pixel detector is traversed first, followed by the semiconductor
tracker (SCT) and the transition radiation tracker (TRT). Each of the subcomponents
is present as a barrel and end-cap version as depicted in Figure 3.4a. In total, the inner
detector can track particles within |η| ≤ 2.5. Furthermore, it is immersed in a 2 T magnetic
field created by a solenoid magnet bending the trajectories of charged particles with a
curvature depending on the particle’s momentum. Therefore, the inner detector can also
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(a) Total inner detector (b) Barrel region

Fig. 3.4: Schematic overview of the ATLAS inner detector showing the different subcomponents.
Figure 3.4a shows both the barrel region with a cylindrical ordering of the pixel detector, the semicon-
ductor and the transition radiation tracker as well as the end-cap region where the subcomponents are
ordered in disks. Figure 3.4b focusses on the barrel region and states the distances of the different
layers to the beam pipe.

measure the particle’s momentum.

The pixel detector consists of 50× 400µm2 silicon pixels ordered in three layers as shown
in Figure 3.4b. This results in more than 80 million read-out channels. The pixel detector
is a crucial part of the ATLAS detector needed to precisely locate vertices in an event.
Especially the correct identification of secondary vertices is necessary to identify heavy
flavour jets and is greatly beneficial for top-quark analyses.
The semiconductor tracker is similar to the pixel detector, but uses silicon strips instead of
pixels. This allows the coverage of a larger area and thus the SCT is placed further away
from the beam pipe. In total, there are eight layers of silicon strips which are grouped
in pairs of two. The layers in each of these pairs are placed in very close proximity and
skewed with respect to each other to achieve a two dimensional resolution in η-φ.
The transition radiation detector consist of 7m long and 2mm wide straw tubes filled
with gas. A wire is placed in the centre alongside the tube and acts as an electrode while
the exterior of the tube provides the second electrode. Therefore, the charge deposited in
one of the tubes can be measured. Furthermore, several materials with different dielectric
constants are placed between the tubes. This leads to the emission of measurable amounts
of transition radiation which is detected by the straw tubes [39]. The emitted radiation
is characteristic for the type of particle which traversed the TRT and so is the resulting
amount of charge deposition. As a consequence, the transition radiation tracker is used to
differentiate between different kinds of particles, especially electrons and light hadrons.

3.2.3 The Calorimeters

The energy of almost all particles – with the exception of muons, neutrinos and possible
unknown particles – is measured in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter. Both are
so called sampling calorimeters which consist of high density absorber material interleaved
by an active medium. The energy of a particle is determined by completely stopping
it within the calorimeter and measuring the total deposited energy. The deposited
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energy is obtained from the total charge that has been deposited in the active material.
Electromagnetically interacting particles will undergo bremsstrahlung and pair-creation,
and hence form an electromagnetic shower. This shower ionises the active medium resulting
in a measurable charge. Hadrons passing the absorber material interact strongly with
the nuclei of the material resulting in a particle shower that will further deposit charge.
However, being only able to register charge deposition in the active material, ionisation in
the absorber as well as neutral particles are not registered. Therefore, the deposited charge
has to be carefully calibrated to the energy of the incident particle. The uncertainty of this
calibration and the resulting difference between the real detector and detector simulations
is a major source of systematic uncertainty in analyses involving jets. The effect of one of
these uncertainties will also be evaluated in the analyses presented here.

Fig. 3.5: Schematic overview of the ATLAS calorimeter system showing both the electromagnetic
and hadronic calorimeters.

Figure 3.5 shows a schematic overview of the ATLAS calorimeter system. The electromag-
netic calorimeter covers a range of |η| < 3.2 and consists of lead absorber plates which are
interleaved by liquid argon as the active medium.
The hadronic calorimeter is comprised of absorber plates interleaved by plastic scintillators.
In the barrel region, |η| < 1.7, iron plates are used as absorber while copper with liquid
argon as sampling medium are used in the end-cap region 1.5 < |η| < 3.2 and high density
copper and tungsten are used closer to the beam axis (3.1 < |η| < 4.9) in order to improve
the radiation hardness.

3.2.4 The Muon System

As mentioned before, muons are one of the few types of particles that are not stopped in the
calorimeters. This is because muons are minimal ionising particles which traverse the inner
parts of the detector with only a very small energy deposition. Therefore, the calorimeters
are surrounded by the muon spectrometer whose sole purpose is the identification of muons
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and the measurement of their momentum. To fulfil the latter task, the muon spectrometer
is immersed in a 4T magnetic field generated by a toroidal magnet. The muon track is
reconstructed from hits in monitored drift tubes and cathode strip chambers.
As the presence of muons in an event indicates possibly interesting events for later analysis,
the muon spectrometer also comprises fast resistive plate chambers and thin gap chambers.
These are used as a trigger signal for the trigger system, which is described in the following.

3.2.5 The Trigger System

To decide which events should be recorded for later analysis, several trigger systems are
each organised in different levels. These triggers are designed to trigger on potentially
interesting events by studying certain characteristics, e.g. a muon with a large momentum.
Each level of the trigger has to process less events than the previous one thus giving
it more time to apply more complex algorithms to identify interesting events. These
triggers are necessary because the permanent storage requirements which would be needed
to store every event exceed technically possible rates by several orders of magnitude.

Fig. 3.6: Schematic of the ATLAS trig-
ger system. [40]

The ATLAS trigger system is comprised of three
different levels. The first level (L1) is a hardware-
based trigger and quickly decides whether an event
is potentially interesting based on rough criteria
and the information provided by the calorimeters
and the muon system. The second level (L2) and
the event filter (EF) are both software-based and
employ the information from all subdetectors to
refine this decision. While the EF trigger takes the
entire detector into account, the L2 trigger focusses
on Regions of Interest (RoI) previously identified by
the L1 trigger. As both have significantly more time
to process a single event due to L1’s preselection,
more complex algorithms can be used. Hence, they
are also referred to as high level triggers (HLT).
Figure 3.6 shows a schematic overview of the ATLAS
trigger system including the average decision times
per trigger level and the resulting event rates.
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4 Unfolding

Despite the effort which is undertaken to optimise and constantly improve the ATLAS
detector, it is unavoidable – as for any other device used in measurements – that the
measurement itself affects the result of the measurement. The correction for these uncer-
tainties in the analyses can be straight forward in case of effects which apply a constant
deviation on the result of the measurement and can be corrected on an event-by-event
basis. While this is true for some, many sources of uncertainty introduce a statistical
deviation and no per-event correction is possible. Nonetheless, the measured spectrum
of a quantity is given by the convolution – also called folding – of the true spectrum and
the probability density function describing the statistical effect on the observable. The
inverse process, which is called unfolding, can be used to deduce the true spectrum from
the measured one as discussed in this section.

In the following, a variable x refers to a one-dimensional quantity which can be estimated
per event while ~x refers to the distribution of this quantity described by a histogram and
treated as a vector. Capital letters refer to matrices and X represents the covariance
matrix between the bins whose contents are given by ~x.

4.1 Problem of Unfolding

Let t be the true value of an observable, e.g. the mass of the top quark or the transverse
momentum of a particle. It is distributed according to a probability density function f(t)

(e.g. a Breit-Wigner distribution in case of a particle’s mass). Furthermore, let r be the
measured observable which is itself distributed according to g(r). In the unfolding, one
assumes that for every t there is a measured value r and vice versa.1 Furthermore, let
p(r|t) be the probability for measuring r given a certain t (where t takes the role of a
parameter instead of a random variable described by p). It is often referred to as the
response of the device. The relationship between the different distributions is

g(r) =

∫
p(r|t)f(t)dt . (4.1)

1 Efficiencies can be included as corrections factors after the unfolding is performed.
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The interchanged relationship holds as well:

f(t) =

∫
p(t|r)g(r)dr . (4.2)

It becomes clear that knowing p(t|r) would solve the problem of unfolding and Equation
(4.2) would immediately yield the desired f(t). However, the main challenge in using
unfolding is to actually estimate p(t|r). While p(r|t) – as a conditional probability
density function with t being the independent parameter – does not actually contain
any information about the distribution of t itself (that is the reason why f(t) had to be
included explicitly in Equation (4.1)), this is not true for p(t|r). By using Bayes’ theorem
one can rewrite p(t|r):

p(t|r) =
p(r|t)
g(r)

f(t) . (4.3)

Therefore, p(t|r) cannot be constructed from the knowledge of p(r|t) alone. Before a possible
strategy to approximate p(t|r) is presented, the above considerations are translated to a
realistic use-case with a finite number of measurements in which the probability density
functions are approximated as histograms.

Due to the finite number of observable events, the true observable t is binned into N
bins of size ∆ti while the reconstructed observable r is binned into M bins of size2 ∆rj.
Therefore, the response of the device used for the measurement can be described in matrix
form – the so called response matrix:

Âij = p
(
r ∈ ∆ri|t ∈ ∆tj

)
=: p

(
ri|tj

)
,

is the probability of reconstructing an event in the i-th bin of the measured histogram
while the true value lies in the j-th bin of the true histogram. The response matrix is
typically obtained by generating a large number of Monte Carlo events with both the
true value t and the reconstructed value r of the observable. The response matrix is then
obtained by interpreting the two dimensional histogram A in t and r as a conditional
probability density function and normalising the one-dimensional slices in r with constant
t. Analytically, this probability is obtained by integrating the response in both dimensions:

Âij = p
(
r ∈ ∆ri|t ∈ ∆tj

)
=

∫
∆ri

∫
∆tj

p(r|t)f(t)drdt
∑M

i
′
=1

∫
∆r

i
′

∫
∆tj

p(r|t)f(t)drdt
.

A problem when dealing with binned data in unfolding is evident: as the response of the
measurement p(r|t) is not a probability density function in t, one has to include f(t) in
order to calculate the response matrix. In case the response matrix is taken from Monte
Carlo simulations, one introduces a dependency on the true distribution. This can lead to

2 If the most general case of M ≥ N and ∆ri 6= ∆ti ∀i is applicable depends on the used unfolding
technique.
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a bias in any measurements using the unfolded distribution which has to be checked. This
effect can be reduced by choosing small ∆t such that f(t) is almost constant within each
bin.

In terms of histograms described by vectors, the true ~t and measured distributions ~r are
now related by a linear transformation:

~r = Â · ~t . (4.4)

The goal of unfolding is to solve this equation by estimating ~t for a given measured
distribution ~r and known response matrix Â. In the following sections, the aspect common
to all approaches on how to estimate ~t is presented. This is followed by a discussion of
unfolding using singular value decomposition – the method used in this analysis.

4.2 Regularisation

The most obvious approach on how to estimate ~t is the multiplication of Equation (4.4)
with the inverse Â−1:

~t = Â−1 · ~r . (4.5)

However, doing this strongly amplifies statistical fluctuations in the measured distribution
which yields a highly fluctuating distribution in the estimated true value with high
correlations between its bins (see example in [41]). An example for this effect will also be
given in Section 9.1. Any meaningful method of unfolding has to account for this effect
and separate these contributions due to statistical fluctuations from the main components
of the distributions describing its shape. This is typically referred to as regularisation.
The impact of the regularisation on the unfolded distribution and the subsequent analysis
has to be thoroughly checked: regularisation is an external constraint imposed on the
problem and the parameters tuning its behaviours can – in principal – be chosen arbitrarily.
Therefore, regularisation can introduce a bias to the analysis which has to be evaluated
carefully.

4.3 Singular Value Decomposition

In this approach, singular value decomposition is used to rank the different contributions
to the unfolded distribution and suppress the ones caused by statistical fluctuations. The
method was first proposed by Höcker and Kartvelishvili [41]. Singular value decomposition
is related to the determination of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of quadratic matrices
but can be applied to a general real M ×N matrix A leading to the factorisation:

A
M×N

= U
M×M

· S
M×N

· V T

N×N
.
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Here, S is a – similar to the eigenvalue problem – diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements
are the singular values of A and fulfill Sii > 0 ∀ i. Both matrices U and V T are orthogonal
and their columns give the left and right singular vectors of the decomposition. Without
loss of generality, the singular values can be ordered in a non-increasing order by swapping
corresponding singular vectors in U and V T respectively.

4.3.1 Description of the Method

The first step is the interpretation of the unfolding problem as a χ2 minimisation problem:

χ2 = (Â~t− ~r)TR−1(Â~t− ~r) . (4.6)

Minimising the χ2 still leads to the exact but unwanted solution given by Equation (4.5).
In the next step, the unknown is rescaled by dividing it component-wise by the true
distribution ~tini which is used to obtain the response matrix Â in Monte Carlo simulations:

N∑

j=1

Âijtj =
N∑

j=1

Âijt
ini
j

1

tinij
tj

︸︷︷︸
ωj

=
N∑

j=1

Aijωj ,

where A is again the two dimensional histogram filled in a Monte Carlo simulation
before it is normalised to obtain Â. For any reasonable initial guess for ~tini, the new
unknown ~ω should be a smooth distribution which is a crucial part for the later introduced
regularisation. Furthermore, one uses singular value decomposition to simplify the χ2 by
decomposing the covariance matrix R of the measured distribution. Being a symmetric
matrix, its decomposition is given by:

R = QKQT → R−1 = QK−1QT .

Inserting this into Equation (4.6) and defining a modified matrix A′ and a vector of
measured values ~r′ given by

A′ij =
1

Rii

M∑

m=1

QimAmj and r′i =
1

Rii

M∑

m=1

Qimrm

yields the modified χ2 minimisation problem:

χ2 = (A′~ω − ~r′)T (A′~ω − ~r′) . (4.7)

By performing these transformations, the covariance matrix of the ~r′ is the unit matrix I,
which will have an important consequence when tuning the parameter that will steer the
regularisation. Nonetheless, the modified χ2 is – in principal – still the same as in equation
(4.6) and hence is still affected by the problem of enhancing statistical fluctuations in
the measurement. In order to reduce the fluctuations, one introduces a regularisation
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4.3 Singular Value Decomposition 4 Unfolding

scheme to the χ2 problem which prefers smooth solutions when minimising the equation
(4.7). The method presented here uses the so called Tikhonov regularisation [42] which
minimises the second derivative of the unknown ~ω in an inverse problem. In the binned
case discussed here, the second derivative can be written as

∑

i

[(ωi+1 − ωi)− (ωi − ωi−1)]2 .

Therefore, the final χ2, after adding this additional constraint, reads

χ2
τ = (A′~ω − ~r′)T (A′~ω − ~r′) + τ · (C~ω)T (C~ω) , (4.8)

where C is the matrix representation of the Tikhonov regularisation given by

C =




−1 1 0

1 −2 1

0 1 −2
. . .

−2 1

1 −1




and τ the regularisation parameter controlling the strength of the regularisation. This
parameter depends on the actual problem and can vary for each A. In case the value of
τ is chosen to be very low, the effect of the regularisation is negligible and the obtained
result of the minimisation is again essentially equal to the exact solution in Equation
(4.5). In contrast, if τ is chosen too large, the result of the minimisation is predominantly
determined by the regularisation term in Equation (4.8), resulting in the obtained unfolded
spectrum being forced towards the Monte Carlo input ~tini and significant contributions
not stemming from statistical fluctuations being removed. The effect of different values
for τ when applying unfolding during this analysis will be discussed in Section 9.1.

In order to understand the effect of the regularisation and to find a strategy to identify
the optimal value for τ , one has to further solve the system. Minimisation of χ2

τ leads to a
new system of equations:

[
A′√
τC

]
~ω =

[
A′C−1

√
τI

]
C~ω =

[
~r′

0

]
. (4.9)

In order to be able to calculate C−1, a small value has to be added to the diagonal of
C. Before deriving a solution for the general system, a solution for the special case of
τ = 0 is obtained by applying the singular value decomposition to obtain AC−1 = USV T .
Substituting this into Equation (4.9) leads to

USV T · C~ω = ~r′ ⇔ S · V T~ω︸︷︷︸
~z

= UT~r′︸︷︷︸
~d

⇔ S~z = ~d .
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The new unknown ~z and the rotated measured value ~d are now connected by a diagonal
matrix and the solutions for ~z can be trivially determined to be z(0)

i = di/Sii. It is
important to note that the di are the coefficients of the different, orthogonal contributions
to the measured distribution given by the columns of U . Due to ~d being obtained by
rotating ~r′, its covariance matrix D is also equal to the unit matrix. Nonetheless, to obtain
a proper solution for the unfolding, one has to take the regularisation into account and
solve for τ 6= 0. It can be shown that this can be done by replacing all ~d by

d
(τ)
i = di

S2
ii

S2
ii + τ

⇒ z
(τ)
i = di

Sii

S2
ii + τ

(4.10)

which leads to the modified solution z
(τ)
i = d

(τ)
i /Sii which is also dependent on the

regularisation parameter τ as expected. Remember that the Sii are in decreasing order:
for the first few terms in the decomposition and a chosen τ , one finds S2

ii � τ and thus
d

(τ)
i ≈ di. However, for the latter terms, the coefficients are dampened yielding dτi ≈ 0 and

thus excluding these contributions from entering the solution ~z.

4.3.2 Unfolded Distribution and Covariance

After obtaining the solution ~z as described above, the true distribution ~t can be estimated
by reverting the rotation and scaling:

~ω = C−1V · ~z ⇒ ti = tinii · ωi .

One benefit of the unfolding method is the straight forward calculation of the uncertainties.
As the covariance matrix of ~d is known to be the unit matrix, the covariance matrix for
~z(τ) is obtained directly from Equation (4.10) by propagating the uncertainty:

Z
(τ)
ik =





S
2
ii

(S
2
ii+τ)

2 i = k

0 i 6= k

The covariance matrix for ~ω and eventually ~t can be obtained by transforming Z(τ):

W (τ) = C−1V · Z(τ) ·
(
C−1V

)T ⇒ T
(τ)
ik = tinii W

(τ)
ik t

ini
k .

The analysis described in this thesis uses the RooUnfold [43] implementation of this
unfolding method. All calculations and transformations are performed by the framework,
the only necessary inputs are the measured distribution, the response matrix and the
regularisation parameter τ . Therefore, one possible approach on obtaining the optimal
value for τ is presented in the following.
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4.3.3 Choosing a Regularisation Parameter τ

The optimal value for the regularisation parameter can be obtained by studying the
coefficients di of the decomposed measured distribution. Significant contributions to the
spectrum are expected to have a significant coefficient, meaning a value clearly different
from zero when taking the known variance of one into account. In fact, the coefficients
of contributions due to statistical fluctuations are expected to follow a unit Gaussian
distribution.
Therefore, the optimal value for τ can be obtained by determining the index k such that
the di for i > k are in agreement with a unit Gaussian distribution. In Section 9.1, this
will be visualised by plotting log|di| over i where the transition from the significant to
non-significant contributions can be clearly seen. The value for τ is then determined by
τ = S2

kk, which will dampen the effect of contributions with i > k as seen in Equation
(4.10).
Even though the most general implementation of the method can use any value for τ , the
RooUnfold implementation used here automatically calculates τ for a provided value for k.
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5 The Particle Level

The particle level is the ideal choice when performing a fiducial measurement. This chapter
will argue why it yields measurements both independent of detector and modelling effects.
Furthermore, the objects on this level are defined.

5.1 Motivation

The guiding principle of a fiducial measurement as presented here is obtaining a result
independent of both the used detector and the modeling in the simulations needed to
interpret the results. Therefore, the fiducial differential cross-section measurement can
be directly compared to or combined with other such measurements done by different
experiments. Additionally, the result does not become outdated in case of physical models
being changed. Furthermore, different models can be tested by comparing them with
the measured fiducial distribution without the need to include the detector effects in the
predictions of the model.

Fig. 5.1: Evolution of an
event.

The different stages of the evolution of an event are depicted
in Figure 5.1. The hard process produces elementary particles
which are the constituents of the parton level. The next step
is the particle level, which refers to the state of the event after
parton shower and the hadronisation. It is comprised of all
particles which are stable enough to be measured directly by
the detector. These are mainly stable hadrons like protons,
neutrons, pions and kaons, the long lived charged leptons
(electron and muon), neutrinos and photons.
Finally, the reconstruction level consists of the measured
objects after the stable particles have traversed the detector.
Conclusively, the only level which is experimentally accessible
is the reconstruction level. Parton and particle level are only
accessible in Monte Carlo simulations.

The actual measurement – which is always on reconstruction level – does not satisfy the
requirements for a fiducial measurement as it is largely dependent on the used detector.
Therefore, the measured distribution has to be corrected for the detector effects using
unfolding. This raises the question as to which level in the evolution one wants to unfold
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5 The Particle Level 5.1 Motivation

to: to the parton or particle level?
As one is interested in the differential cross-section with respect to the mass of a particle
which occurs in the studied process, it seems intuitive to unfold down to this particle:
the top-quark. However, like all other quarks, the top-quark cannot be observed. Quarks
hadronise before they could ever reach any device capable of measuring them and top-
quarks are expected to decay even before hadronisation takes place. Hence the invariant
mass of the top-quark parton is an ill-defined observable from a physical point of view.
Furthermore, the correction applied by unfolding would include not only effects due to the
detector but also due to the models used for parton shower and hadronisation. Accordingly,
the obtained result would indeed be independent of the used detector but dependent on
those modeling effects.
Additionally, unfolding to the top-quark parton induces a number of technical problems
one would have to deal with:

1. The reasonably good description of measured data using Monte Carlo simulations
is based on particle shower and hadronisation simulations. Both are optimised
to take the output of the parton level event generators and add radiation and
hadronisation such that observed data is well described. There is no guarantee that
the top-quark parton in the Monte Carlo simulation behaves the same as the one in
reality. Furthermore, the result of the unfolding would strongly depend on the used
Monte Carlo generator and parton shower simulation resulting in difficulties when
comparing results obtained with different Monte Carlo generators.

2. There is no object corresponding to the top-quark parton on the reconstruction level.
The measured jets and leptons would have to be combined in some way to form an
observable. The combining procedure and its uncertainties would also be included
in the response matrix and increase the complexity of the problem.

Concluding this discussion, in order to avoid all the problems and uncertainties with
parton level observables, the analysis will use a well-defined top-quark on particle level.
Consequently, the unfolding only corrects for detector effects as the level to which one
unfolds is the one right before the detector. In the following section, the objects on the
particle level will be defined.

5.2 Object Definition

This section describes the object definitions on particle level which are used in this analysis.
As mentioned before, the particle level is comprised of all the particles that are stable
enough to be detected. In a Monte Carlo simulation, this corresponds to the output which
is passed to the detector simulation. This subset of all Monte Carlo particles is obtained
by requiring the Monte Carlo status code being equal to one. The full Monte Carlo truth
record is required in the following, including information on the ancestry of the particles.
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Charged Leptons

Electrons and muons are the charged leptons which can be observed. Besides the signal
process, electrons and muons can also stem from the decay of a hadron inside a jet. To
identify the signal electrons and muons, one traces back the Monte Carlo ancestry and
checks whether the particle stems from a hadron. In case it stems from the decay of a tau
lepton, the ancestry of this tau lepton is studied. All identified signal charged leptons are
dressed by adding photons within ∆R ≤ 0.1 to the lepton in order to incorporate QED
final state radiation. Only photons which do not stem from jets are considered in the
lepton dressing. This is again implemented by tracing back the Monte Carlo ancestry of
the photon and verifying that it does not stem from a hadron.

Missing Transverse Momentum

The missing transverse momentum is given by the momentum which is necessary to ensure
momentum conservation in the transverse plane. On reconstruction level this quantity is
predominantly caused by neutrinos which cannot be detected with the ATLAS detector.1

On particle level, one defines this quantity as the transverse component of the selected
signal neutrinos. These signal neutrinos are identified in the same manner as the charged
leptons. As the neutrinos do not interact electromagnetically, no photon dressing is
performed.

Jets

Jets are constructed from all remaining stable particles which have not been selected
when identifying the charged leptons and the missing transverse momentum. The jets
are clustered by using the anti-kt 0.4 [44] clustering algorithm. The identification of
jets stemming from b-quarks, which is of utmost importance in measurements involving
top-quarks, is done on reconstruction level by looking for a displacement of jets with
respect to the primary vertex of the event. This is caused by b-quarks forming B hadrons
which are relatively long-lived such that a measurable displacement can be observed before
they decay and form a jet. To replicate this on particle level, one also includes B hadrons
in the jet clustering which have decayed within the simulation (status code not equal
to one). As their decay products are already included in the jet clustering and to avoid
biasing the energy of the jet, their energy is scaled down to 10−5 GeV hence the B hadron
will be included in the correct jet due to its direction without changing the jet itself. Jets
which contain at least one of these B hadrons are then flagged as b-jets.

A Top-Quark Definition: Pseudo Tops

A definition of the top-quark on particle level is done similarly to the definition on
reconstruction level by combining the previously defined objects to match the decay

1 Objects outside of the detector acceptance are not reconstructed and thus also contribute to the
missing transverse momentum.
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signature of a top-quark. This analysis uses semileptonically decaying tt̄ pairs with
exactly one electron or muon in the final state. Typically, a kinematic likelihood fit [45]
is performed to combine the objects and reconstruct a top-quark. In spite of the good
performance of these methods, this analysis refrains from using a kinematic fit in the
interest of retaining model independence.
In kinematic fits, one introduces corrections – so called transfer functions – down to
parton level and constrains the kinematics of these partons to obtain the best jet-to-
parton assignment. As discussed before, this analysis aims to avoid using any parton level
information as bare quarks cannot serve as proper observables. In consequence, one uses
an operational definition for top-quarks – the so called pseudo tops [46].

The definition for pseudo tops used here requires events which, in addition to having
exactly one charged lepton, need to have at least two b-tagged jets and a minimum of four
jets in total.
The pseudo tops are then constructed by taking the two leading b-jets in pT and comparing
their ∆R with respect to the charged lepton. The one which has the smaller value of ∆R is
associated with the leptonically decaying pseudo top, the other one with the hadronically
decaying one. The two jets stemming from the hadronically decaying W boson are taken
to be the two leading in pT of all remaining jets in the event.

5.3 Object and Event Selection

Besides requiring the minimal number of objects to use the definition for pseudo tops, it is
not absolutely necessary to apply any further selection criteria on particle level. However,
this leads to very small efficiencies to accept an event on reconstruction level for certain
phase space regions of the detector. Particle level objects can be outside of the geometrical
acceptance of the detector, or they are too soft and consequently not measured. Acceptance
effects can be corrected by multiplying each bin i in the unfolded spectrum with the 1/εi

where 0 ≤ εi ≤ 1 is the efficiency to accept an event in this bin.
However, in phase space regions which are not accessible by the detector, the efficiencies
will become small and their values mainly dependent on the modelling in the Monte
Carlo sample being used for determining the efficiency. Hence the correction for the
efficiency is also a model dependent extrapolation into unaccessible regions of the phase
space, contradicting the guiding principle of a fiducial measurement of having a model-
independent result. Consequently, a basic object and event selection is applied. The event
selection criteria are explained in the following and have been chosen to approximately
resemble the ATLAS acceptance neglecting special features of the detector. Therefore, the
fiducial region defined in this manner can also be used by other experiments – for example
the CMS experiment with a similar acceptance region.

The objects – electrons, muons and jets – are required to have a pseudorapidity of |η| ≤ 2.6.
This is slightly looser than the acceptance region of the inner detector in the ATLAS
experiment but is chosen to reduce the number of events passing the reconstruction level
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but failing the particle level selection. For the same reason, they must have a transverse
momentum of at least pT ≥ 20GeV, which is slightly looser than the requirement on
reconstruction level described in Section 7.2. An event is selected on particle level if it
fulfills the following criteria:

n
l
± = 1 exactly one charged signal lepton,

njets ≥ 4 at least four jets in the event,
nb ≥ 2 of those, at least two have to be b-jets,
∆R(l, jets) ≥ 0.4 overlap removal for each pair of jets and leptons.

In the following chapter, the object definitions and the selection criteria are applied to
generated Monte Carlo samples and studies on the differential cross-section dσ/dmt on
particle level are presented.
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In this chapter, the particle level definition presented in the previous chapter is used for
the study of simulated tt̄ events. The obtained distribution in mt is studied in terms of
its behaviour under the variation of the physical parameters predominantly describing
its shape: the assumed width Γt and mass mt of the top-quark. In the following, the
studies focus on the pseudo top built from three jets. For simplicity, all observables of the
hadronically decaying pseudo top are written with subscript t unless otherwise stated.

6.1 Monte Carlo Settings and Tools

The preliminary studies have been performed using Sherpa 2.1.0 [47]. The Catani-Seymour
subtraction based shower [48] is used to shower the result of the Amegic [49] and Comix
[50] matrix element interfaces. Matrix element merging with truncated showers [51] is
applied and photons are handled by the Photons package [52].
The Sherpa matrix element generator is used to generate tt̄ events with potentially one
extra jet pp → tt̄(j). The subsequent decays t → Wb and the decays of the W boson
are factorised and treated by the hard decay handler in order to speed up the event
generation by several orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the decays of the two W bosons
are configured such that they produce tt̄→ bb̄lνjj to avoid the generation of unnecessary
events as they would fail an imposed selection criteria requiring events to have exactly one
signal electron or muon. The contribution of ττ dilepton events with one tau decaying
hadronically and one leptonically is deemed negligible and thus ignored here. The output
of Sherpa is stored using HepMC 2.06.08 [53] which allows easy access to the Monte Carlo
truth history. The jet clustering is done by using FastJet 2.0.4 [54, 55].

6.2 Consistency Checks and Event Selection
The particle level object definition described in Section 5.2 is applied to a sample with
mt = 172.5GeV and Γt = 1.3GeV, which is generated according to the settings described
in the previous section. In order to test the particle level definition in terms of its capability
to identify the signal leptons correctly, no object and event selection is applied for now.
Figure 6.1a shows the number of identified signal electrons and muons in the sample. The
relative contributions exactly match the expectation if the possible decays of τ leptons in
τ+jets events are taken into account.
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Fig. 6.1: Number of particle level objects based on the definition in section 5.2 without applying any
event selection. Plots are taken from a Sherpa sample with mt = 172.5GeV and Γt = 1.3GeV.

The number of b-tagged jets – still without any event selection applied – is shown in Figure
6.1b. As can be seen, the majority of events possess two b-tagged jets. In case of nb = 1,
one of the b jets is not identified. In the clustering, a small cut of pT ≥ 10GeV is applied
to reduce the number of jets being stored in the sample which can lead to low energetic
b-jets being removed. Additionally, it is possible that the B hadron is not associated with
the correct jet in the clustering due to a larger deviation between its direction and the
jet axis. Even though only two b-quark partons are produced in the event, more than
two b-tagged jets can occur due to B hadrons decaying into further B hadrons in the
Monte Carlo simulation. Hence, these hadrons can tag different jets if their direction is
significantly different with respect to their mother particle.
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Fig. 6.2: Cutflow for particle level event selection.
Sample: mt = 172.5GeV and Γt = 1.3GeV.

Figure 6.2 depicts the cutflow when apply-
ing the particle level events selection after
selecting the objects as described in the
previous section. About 40% of the events
fail the first selection criteria that requires
the events to have exactly one charged sig-
nal lepton. This is partly due to τ lep-
tons decaying hadronically thus yielding
no charged signal lepton in the final state.
The larger fraction of events failing this cut

compared to the fractions given in figure 6.1a is due to the object selection rejecting a
substantial amount of charged leptons.
The object definition also causes a large amount of events to have less than four jets,
resulting in those events failing the second event selection criteria. The last two selection
criteria on particle level then reduce the number of selected events to ∼ 30% of the original
number. All samples, which are used in the presented studies, have been generated such
that at least three million events remain after the event selection.
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6.3 Width and Mass variation
As mentioned before, studying the potential benefits and applications of measuring the
differential cross-section dσ/ dmt on particle level is one of the goals of this thesis. Con-
sequently, investigating the effect of different values for mt and Γt on the shape of the
distribution in mpart

t is crucial. Therefore, this section will present the plots visualising
the shape of the distribution while the next section will quantify these differences using
ensemble tests.
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Fig. 6.3: Distributions in the invariant mass of the hadronically decaying pseudo top and W boson
on particle level. The distributions are shown for different values of the top-quark’s mass mt which
was set in the Monte Carlo generator.

As expected, no difference between the electron and muon channel is observed on particle
level and thus both are merged for the particle level studies. In Figure 6.3, the distribution
in the invariant mass of the hadronically decaying pseudo top and W boson are shown for
different values of the top-quark mass mt. As expected, the distribution in mpart

W shown
in Figure 6.3a does not show a dependence on the value of mt. Figure 6.3b to the right
shows the invariant mass of the hadronically decaying pseudo top-quark. The relatively
large bin width of 25GeV has been chosen in light of later performed unfolding studies:
it has to be larger than the resolution to avoid large correlations. As one can see, the
distribution in mpart

t shows a significant dependence on mt. For a smaller value of mt, the
distribution is shifted to smaller values of mpart

t as expected. However, mt has been varied
within the current experimental precision. Being better than 1%, the differences in the
shapes are small.

Figure 6.4 shows the same two plots as before for different values of the top-quark decay
width. As before, the distribution in mpart

W in Figure 6.4a shows no dependence on the
value of Γt. The large range of different values for the decay width spans two orders of
magnitude. A clear dependence can be seen in case of mpart

t . The distributions shown in
Figure 6.4b are broader for increasing values of Γt. Nonetheless, even on particle level
without any detector effects, the distribution is much broader than the width of the
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Fig. 6.4: Distributions in the invariant mass of the hadronically decaying pseudo top and W boson
on particle. The distributions are shown for different values of the top-quark’s decay width Γt which
was set in the Monte Carlo generator.

underlying top-quark. This is caused by effects of the jet clustering as the jet energies
and direction do not exactly match the ones of the partons they supposedly stem from.
Therefore, special care has to be taken concerning all uncertainties affecting jet energies in
the measurement as those can easily exceed – and thus hide – the effect of Γt. This will
be discussed in detail in Section 10.
Both the distribution in mpart

t and mpart
W display a very long tail which is caused by events

in which the wrong jets are chosen to construct the hadronically decaying pseudo top.
Those events do not contribute to the sensitivity of the distribution in mpart

t on mt and Γt

and hence reduce the statistical precision in a measurement of these variables.

6.4 Ensemble Tests

Figures 6.3b and 6.4b show a clear difference in the shape of the distributions depending on
the value of the underlying parameters used in the Monte Carlo event generation process.
The depicted distributions are based on simulations with a vast abundance of simulated
events and thus the statistical fluctuations are negligible. However, in the full 8TeV
data sample with an integrated luminosity of

∫
L = 20.3 fb−1 recorded by the ATLAS

experiment, one expects roughly 100000 selected tt̄ events with exactly one e or µ in the
final state (see Section 7.4).
Focussing on the question of how well the different shapes can be discerned, this section will
estimate the expected statistical uncertainty for 100000 selected events. This is equivalent
to the best possible precision in case of a detector which measures the particle level
constituents perfectly. The determination of the statistical precision will be done using a
parametrised template fit with distributions as in Figures 6.3b and 6.4b as templates. To
this end, one first derives a parametrisation of the shapes to obtain the distribution for
any given value of Γt and mt. In the following, the fitting procedure is explained and an
example is shown before the results of the ensemble tests are given.
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6.4 Ensemble Tests 6 Particle Level Studies

6.4.1 Template Parametrisation

In order to be able to predict the shape of the mpart
t distribution for different values of

mt and Γt, a parametrisation is necessary. Two parametrisations are obtained: one as a
function of Γt at a fixed mass of mt = 172.5GeV and one being a function of mt at a fixed
decay width of Γt = 1.3GeV. In principal, a two dimensional fit estimating both mt and
Γt would be ideal – especially given the Standard Model connection between the mass
and width of the top-quark. However, obtaining a two dimensional parametrisation – and
generating a large amount of samples for different combinations mt and Γt – would be
necessary to achieve this. This was deemed too costly for the studies discussed here and
hence only one dimensional fits are performed. Furthermore, the effect of varying mt and
Γt are distinct as the first leads to a translation of the distribution while the latter changes
the width. Therefore, one-dimensional fits are expected to work very well.
Unfortunately, no parametrisation using an analytic probability density function could
be determined which is able to describe the distribution reasonably well. To circumvent
this limitation, one parametrises each bin in the histogram separately as a function of the
underlying value. To achieve this, the distribution in each generated sample is normalised
such that the sum over all bins is equal to one – as is the case in Figures 6.3b and 6.4b.
Figure 6.5 shows the bin content of two bins for different values of Γt at a fixed mass of
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Fig. 6.5: The content of a bin in the peak and the tail of the distribution in mpart
t . Additionally

shown are the corresponding second degree polynomial fits to parametrise the dependence on Γt for
fixed mt = 172.5GeV. As can be seen, the polynomials describe the dependence well.

mt = 172.5GeV. It is found that the dependence of the i-th bin’s content can be described
by a second degree polynomial:

fxi (x) = a · x2 + b · x+ c ,

with x being either mt or Γt. To obtain the histogram for a given value of x, the value
for each bin is taken from the corresponding parametrisation. Afterwards, the entire
histogram is scaled up to match the desired total number of events yielding the expected
number of events in the i-th bin νxi .
The parametrisation also smoothes the function and removes statistical fluctuations due
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to finite statistics in the Monte Carlo samples themselves as seen in case of bins in the tail
of the distribution, e.g. Figure 6.5b. All parametrisations are given in the appendix in
Figures A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4.

6.4.2 Fitting Procedure

As mentioned before, these studies employ a template fit to test the sensitivity of
the chosen observables under variation of mt and Γt (again referred to as x). The
parametrisations obtained before serve as the template used in the fit. As a first step,
one defines a true and in the following fixed value of x. The true distribution νxi

is obtained by scaling the result of the parametrisation to match a total number of
histogram entries of N = 100000, roughly corresponding to the expected number of
signal events selected with the ATLAS detector. νxi is then used to generate pseudo-
datasets by drawing a random number yi for each bin i from a Poisson with mean νxi .

Γt
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Parabola

Fig. 6.6: Example χ2 for Γt fit. A perfect agree-
ment between the χ2 and the polynomial is seen.

To estimate the value x̂ whose distribution
in mpart

t obtained from the parametrisation
best match the observed pseudo-dataset,
one performs a χ2 fit to the pseudo-dataset:

χ2 = (~νx − ~y)TY −1(~νx − ~y) .

Here, a histogram is again given in vector
notation. The matrix Y is the covariance
matrix of ~y. In this first step, ~y is obtained
by fluctuating the bin contents of the true
histogram. Therefore, the covariance ma-

trix is simply a diagonal matrix: Yij = δijyi. Nonetheless, the general matrix notation for
the χ2 is introduced here as the same fitting procedure will be applied later on to evaluate
the performance of the unfolding. In that case, Y becomes the non-trivial covariance
matrix given by the unfolding procedure as described in Section 4. Figure 6.6 illustrates the
shape of the χ2 function around its minimum. The plot is taken from a randomly chosen
pseudo-dataset with a true value of Γt = 1.3GeV and mt = 172.5GeV. The estimator
x̂ for the true value is given by the minimum of the χ2 determined by using the Minuit
software package [56]. Around its minimum, the χ2 is well described by a second degree
polynomial. Therefore, the probability density function of the estimator x̂ can be assumed
to be reasonably well described by a Gaussian distribution. Consequently, the estimated
statistical uncertainty σ̂(x) – defined as Gaussian 68% uncertainty – is given by the σ
which solves

∆χ2 = χ2(x̂± σ)− χ2(x̂) = 1 .

In the following, the results of the ensemble tests are presented. In such a test, the
here described procedure is repeated for a large number of pseudo-datasets to study the
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statistical properties of the estimators.

6.4.3 Results

For each chosen true value, 20000 pseudo-datasets are generated and the fit described
above is performed. In the following, the performance of the fit and the expected statistical
uncertainty when studying variations of the mass and width are described.

Estimation of the Decay Width

The results of the ensemble test estimating Γ̂t is given in Figure 6.7. In the range of
Γt = 1GeV and Γt = 3GeV, true values for the decay width are tested in steps of 0.1GeV.
Figure 6.7a shows the distribution in Γ̂t for Γt = 1.3GeV. As can be seen, the distribution
resembles a Gaussian distribution which is in agreement with the observation that the
region around the minimum in the χ2 is well described by a second degree polynomial.
The same is true for the distribution in σ̂(x) – the estimator for the statistical uncertainty
on Γ̂t – shown in Figure 6.7b. It is also noteworthy that the distribution is very narrow,
yielding almost the same value for σ̂(x) in every pseudo-dataset. Qualitatively, the plots
are the same for the other tested true values Γt and hence not shown here.
The following Figure 6.7c displays the expectation value of the estimator Γ̂t for different
true values Γt. A deviation between the expectation value of an estimator and the true
value would indicate a biased measurement. Both values agree very well for all tested Γt.
A linear fit yields values compatible with the ideal case of no offset and a slope of one.
Figure 6.7d shows the expectation value of the statistical uncertainty σ̂(Γt). Overall, a
statistical precision of roughly 0.3GeV is expected with a minor increase towards larger
values of Γt. As this is the expectation value on particle level and assuming a perfect
detector, the actual statistical uncertainty is going to be larger once the reconstruction
level and unfolding are considered. Furthermore, the statistical uncertainty is typically
proportional to 1/

√
N and hence even in case the 100000 events which are used as the

available statistics turns out to not have been chosen optimally, the expected uncertainty
would only change slightly.
To validate whether the estimated statistical uncertainty correctly describes the spread
of Γ̂t seen in Figure 6.7a, the pull distributions are calculated. Figure 6.7e shows the
distribution of (Γ̂t−Γt)/σ̂(Γt) assuming Γt = 1.3GeV. If the estimator is indeed distributed
according to a Gaussian distribution, the distribution in the pull has to be compatible
with a unit Gaussian if σ̂(Γt) is correctly estimated. As can be seen, the distribution
agrees well with a unit Gaussian distribution. The same is true for all other studied values
of Γt but not shown here. Figure 6.7f shows the mean value and the standard deviation of
the pulls for all tested Γt. As can be seen, both agree very well with the expected values
indicating that the statistical uncertainties are estimated correctly.
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Fig. 6.7: Results of the ensemble test on particle level investigating the sensitivity of the distribution
in mpart

t to Γt. For the pull distribution as well as the distributions in the estimators, the results for
a true value of Γt = 1.3GeV are chosen for illustrative purposes. The corresponding distributions
for other values of Γt are found to yield identical results. Overall the figures demonstrate a good
performance of the fit, for more details see the text.
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Fig. 6.8: Results of the ensemble test on particle level investigating the sensitivity of the distribution
in mpart

t on mt. For the pull distribution as well as the distributions in the estimators, the results for
a true value of mt = 172.5GeV are chosen for illustrative purposes. The corresponding distributions
for other values of mt are found to yield identical results. Overall the figures demonstrate a good
performance of the fit, for more details see the text.
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Estimation of the Mass

A second ensemble test on particle level is performed to study the estimation of the
top-quark mass and the expected statistical precision. The corresponding plots depicting
the results of the test are shown in Figure 6.8. As the same points presented before in
the discussion of the results for Γt still apply, they are not repeated here. Overall, the
ensemble test again reveals a well-performing fit. The estimator m̂t is unbiased and the
estimated statistical uncertainty σ̂(mt) seems to be correctly determined. The expected
statistical uncertainty on particle level is about 0.2GeV corresponding to a very small
relative uncertainty. Concluding, mt can be determined precisely on particle level.

6.5 Potential for Model Testing

As mentioned in the motivation for a particle level measurement: the quantities can be
used to easily test different models on their agreement with the measurement without
having to add a simulation of detector effects on top of the model predictions. Therefore,
one example for such a model test is presented here and will be picked up in the following
chapters discussing the unfolding.

In order to illustrate the potential for model testing, the matrix element final state
multiplicity is taken as an example. As discussed in Section 2.3, Monte Carlo event
generation is separated into the matrix element and the parton shower stage. For the
studies presented so far, pp → tt̄(j) events are generated. This means that the matrix
elements for tt̄ and tt̄j final states have been calculated. Any further QCD radiation, and
thus jets, are added during the parton shower stage of the event generation. However, it is
also possible to just generate tt̄ events and let the parton shower do all radiation effects.
Consequently, one could also add more partons in the matrix element calculation before
passing the event to the parton shower. While the first is potentially several orders of
magnitude faster, the latter is potentially more precise. More final state particles allow
more complicated processes with additional internal lines which go beyond mere radiation
effects. An unfolded data spectrum could be used to easily find the number of additional
partons required to achieve a good agreement.

Figure 6.9a shows the distribution in mpart
t for three different samples generated with

Sherpa as described before but with zero, up to one and up to two additional partons
in the matrix element. All three samples have the same values of mt = 172.5GeV and
Γt = 1.3GeV. A clear deviation between the different curves can be see. To visualise
the difference between the different settings, an ensemble test is performed using the
distribution for 1j as the reference. As before, each pseudo-dataset is a Poisson variation
corresponding to a total statistics of N = 100000. For every pseudo-dataset, the χ2 with
respect to the distributions in Figure 6.9a is calculated and the resulting distributions in
χ2/d.o.f. are shown in Figure 6.9b.
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Fig. 6.9: The effect of different numbers of additional matrix element final state multiplicities (2j
means up to two additional partons etc.). Figure 6.9a shows the resulting distributions in mpart

t while
6.9b contains a plot illustrating the separability. The shown χ2/d.o.f. is obtained by sampling 1j with
a statistics of N = 100000.

Obviously, the distribution for 1j is centered around one. The distributions for 0j and
2j are clearly distinct and show no overlap with 1j and thus the different multiplicities
can be clearly differentiated on particle level within the expected statistics. The following
chapters follow up on this effect and test if this statement is still valid once the additional
uncertainties due to unfolding and systematic effects are considered.
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7 The Reconstruction Level

The actual measurement coming from the detector is done on reconstruction level. There-
fore, this section will present the object definitions and event selection criteria applied
on this level. Additionally, the Monte Carlo samples used to model the reconstruction
level are described and their predictions are compared to the actual data. Lastly, the
connection between both levels in this analysis – the response matrix – is presented.

7.1 Object Definition
While a Monte Carlo event record is the input when defining the objects on particle level,
reconstruction level definitions rely solely on the output of the detector. The different
detector subsystems, as described in Section 3.2, and their different behaviour depending
on the incoming particle are the crucial ingredients.

Jets

Jets are reconstructed in the detector from the calorimeter cells which are combined to
form topological clusters. These clusters are given as an input to the jet clustering which
again employs the anti-kt clustering algorithm with a jet radius of R = 0.4. The obtained
jets are then calibrated based on the pT and η obtained from the clustering. Among
different quality criteria being applied in the selection of jets, they are required to have
pT > 25GeV and |η| < 2.5.
Jets stemming from b-quarks are identified by making use of the long lifetime of B hadrons
present in these jets. A displacement between the primary vertex and their decay vertex
can be resolved in the detector. This information can be analyzed by several algorithms
[57]. In this analysis, a cut is applied to the output of the neural-network based MV1
tagger, which has been calibrated to have an efficiency of 70% for identifying a b-jet [58].

Electrons

Electrons shower and deposit their energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter. To differ-
entiate electrons from photons, these clusters have to be matched to tracks in the inner
detector. Detailed information on the reconstruction algorithm and the efficiencies can be
found in References [59, 60]. Selected electrons need to be within the detector’s central
region |η| < 2.47 with the transition region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 between barrel and end-cap
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electromagnetic calorimeter being excluded. Narrow QCD jets can produce a very similar
signature in the detector. To reduce the contribution of those fake leptons, a set of quality
and isolation criteria is applied as well.

Muons

Muons can be detected in the inner detector as well as the muon system. In the top
physics group, an algorithm performing a global track fit utilising both information is used
and its performance is studied in Reference [61]. As muons can be produced during the
decay of a hadron inside a jet, a set of isolation requirements is applied in addition to the
quality requirements on the performed track fit. The obtained muon is required to have
pT > 25GeV and |η| < 2.5 to be selected.

Missing Transverse Momentum

The missing transverse momentum can be obtained by requiring momentum balance in
the transverse plane. Therefore, the momentum in the transverse plane of all selected
objects presented before is combined with the rejected objects and all topological clusters
not associated with a jet. Several calibrations are then applied to obtain an estimate for
the missing transverse energy in the event.

7.2 Event Selection

Similar to the event selection on particle level, several criteria are employed to select
e + jets and µ + jets events and to suppress the contributions from background events.
Background events are events whose signature in the detector is equal to that of the desired
signal events. These can either be processes which already produce the same parton level
signature as the one found in the decay of tt̄ pairs or caused by misidentification of objects
in the detector. The following criteria are used:

• The event must have been triggered by a trigger system specifically looking for
electrons in the e+ jets and muons in the µ+ jets channel. For electrons, either the
EF_e24vhi_medium1 or EF_e60_medium1 must have fired while EF_mu24i_tight
and EF_mu36_tight are used for muons.

• The primary vertex in the event is required to have at least five tracks associated to
it.

• Exactly one good, selected electron or muon is found in the event.
• This charged lepton must match the lepton which caused the trigger to fire. The

distance in ∆R between the trigger lepton and the selected lepton has to be smaller
than 0.15 in order for them to be matched.

• The event must have at least four selected jets in total.
• Two of those jets must be tagged as b-jets.
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Besides these requirements, additional criteria are applied which take care of technical
problems that might have occurred. Examples for this are requiring the data taking to
have taken place under good run conditions and the rejection of events with so called
bad jets not stemming from physical objects but detector noise in the calorimeters. The
analysis uses TopRootCore [62], a set of packages provided by the top physics working
group of the ATLAS collaboration which takes care of the object reconstruction, applying
the recommended calibrations and performing the event selection on samples provided as
input.
The samples which are used in these studies are described in the following.

7.3 Data and Monte Carlo Samples

The analysis uses the full dataset recorded by the ATLAS detector at a centre-of-mass
energy of 8TeV corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of

∫
L = 20.3 fb−1. After

applying the event selection presented in the previous section, the set of selected events is
comprised of different contributions from the signal process and several background sources.
The different contributions are modelled by Monte Carlo simulations which simulate up to
the particle level. These simulations are then processed by a Geant4 simulation of the
ATLAS detector [63, 64].
The tt̄ signal sample is simulated by the PowHeg generator [65–67] using the CT10 parton
density functions [68]. PowHeg is interfaced to Pythia [69] which is used for the simulation
of the underlying event and the hadronisation. The underlying event refers to the remnants
of two colliding protons and is simulated using the CTEQ6L1 parton density function [70].
Vector bosons produced in association with extra jets from radiation can mimic the
signature of the studied tt̄ decays. In case of a leptonically decaying W boson, W + jets
events have the same signature if enough jets pass the b-tag requirement. Even though
leptonically decaying Z bosons would yield two charged leptons, one of those might not be
reconstructed and only seen as missing transverse momentum. Hence, Z + jets production
is also considered as a background. Both processes are generated using Alpgen [71] with
the CTEQ6L1 parton density function and passed to Pythia with the same settings as
before.
The diboson events WW , ZZ and WZ can also yield the same signature if one of the
bosons decays leptonically, the other hadronically. The processes are modeled by Alpgen
and hadronisation is done by Herwig [72] with the CTEQ6L1 parton density function.
Lastly, the contributions due to single top-quarks are generated using AcerMC [73] for the
t-channel production. In case of s-channel or Wt production, the process is simulated by
PowHeg. In both cases, the events are passed again to Pythia.
All of the aforementioned samples are normalised to

∫
L · σ where σ are the respective

theoretical predictions for their cross-section. Lastly, pure QCD processes solely consisting
of jets in the final state can also pass the event selection. This requires one of those jets
to be reconstructed as a charged lepton and hence this background is often referred to as
fake lepton or QCD multijet. Even though isolation criteria are employed in the object
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selection it cannot be avoided that some of those events pass the selection. To estimate
the contribution of this background, a data driven method is used. The matrix method
[74, 75] compares the yields of the nominal event selection with one using a loosened
lepton isolation criterion. From this, event weights are derived and the shape as well as the
normalisation of the background is determined from the data sample using those weights.

7.4 Monte Carlo and Data Comparison

The aforementioned Monte Carlo and data samples are passed through the reconstruction
and event selection. The number of selected events in each sample for the different
channels are shown in Table 7.1. Due to requiring two b-tagged jets, a high signal purity
of more than 80% is achieved. However, the Monte Carlo simulations in total predict less
selected events than are actually observed in data. The kinematic distributions for the
pseudo top-quark are given in Figure 7.1 and 7.2. As can be seen, the underestimation is
present in almost all bins of the distribution with the exception of the high precoT,t region.
This indicates a mis-modelling in the Monte Carlo simulations. The agreement between
predictions and data will improve once modelling uncertainties are considered. Nonetheless,
the predictions follow the shape of the data reasonably well and hence are sufficient for
the proof-of-concept studies performed in this analysis.
About 125000 tt̄ events are predicted to be selected in the 8TeV dataset recorded by
the ATLAS detector. This is close to the number previously assumed in the studies
presented in the previous chapter. To ensure consistency, the following studies are thus
also performed using N = 100000.

7.5 Response Matrix

The response matrix – the main ingredient needed in any unfolding method – is derived
from the tt̄ signal sample. The particle level is constructed in each event and the event
selection is performed. In order to construct the response matrix from a two-dimensional
histogram, pairs of the invariant masses of the hadronically decaying pseudo top on particle
and reconstruction level are required. Therefore, the event has to pass both selections.

e+jets µ+jets
tt̄ 49709.3 75911
Single top-quarks 3422.26 4457.68
W+jets 1448.25 2683.05
Z+jets 404.067 430.192
Diboson 47.5089 63.3363
Fake lepton 2236.24 1798.83
Total 57267.6 85344.1
Data 59191 90836

Tab. 7.1: Event yields for the data and simulated samples.
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Fig. 7.1: Monte Carlo and data comparison for events passing the e+jets selection. The uncertainty
on the Monte Carlo predictions is caused by limited statistics available in the Monte Carlo samples. In
the ratio plot, it is combined with the statistical uncertainty due to the number of measured events.
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Fig. 7.2: Monte Carlo and data comparison for events passing the µ+jets selection. The uncertainty
on the Monte Carlo predictions is caused by limited statistics available in the Monte Carlo samples. In
the ratio plot, it is combined with the statistical uncertainty due to the number of measured events.
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Fig. 7.3: Efficiency to select an event on
reconstruction level if it is selected on particle
level.

Fig. 7.4: Efficiency to select an event on
particle level if it is selected on reconstruction
level.

The efficiency to reconstruct an event on reconstruction level if it has already passed the
particle level selection is shown in Figure 7.3. It can be interpreted as the efficiency of
the detector and can be corrected during the unfolding process by applying the inverse of
the efficiency as a correction factor on the unfolded distribution. Except for the first two
bins, the efficiency is almost constant over the entire range of mpart

t values. The smaller
values in the first two bins are caused by the looser event selection on particle level causing
more events with small mpart

t to pass the selection. However, the looser event selection
on particle level is necessary to counteract one problem: the set of events selected on
reconstruction level is not a subset of the events selected on particle level. This is seen
in Figure 7.4 which shows the efficiency for an event to pass the particle level selection
if it has passed the reconstruction level one. The efficiency is much larger than in the
opposite case but significantly smaller than 100%. This efficiency can not intuitively be
interpreted as a property of the detector as it indicates that the detector measured an event
that was actually not there. The treatment of such an efficiency is still under discussion.
One possibility is the application of the efficiency as per bin correction on the measured
distribution before applying the unfolding procedure.

The response matrix obtained from the e+jets events passing both event selections is
shown in Figure 7.5. As can be seen, the maximum in each row of the matrix is consistent
with the value of mpart

t for that row. Nonetheless, the distributions are very broad and one
bin in mpart

t gives substantial contributions to a large range of mreco
t values. This is caused

by the large resolution on the mass of the pseudo top in addition to combinatorial effects.
As no matching between the objects on particle and reconstruction level is performed, the
response matrix also includes events where the reconstruction level pseudo top is not built
from using the measured version of the jets used to build the particle level pseudo top.
Therefore, few events with a large deviation of mpart

t and mreco
t are found.

The large bin width of 25GeV is necessary to reduce large bin-to-bin migrations. The
response matrix shows this as the maximum in mreco

t in one bin of mpart
t does not overlap

with the maximum in neighbouring bins of mpart
t . For smaller bin width in mpart

t , this is not
the case anymore which has a negative impact on the performance of the unfolding. Studies
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Fig. 7.5: Response matrix for e+jets obtained from the tt̄ signal sample. It is normalised as a
conditional probability function p

(
mreco
t,i |mpart

t,j

)
and hence each row in the histogram sums up to one.

using smaller bin sizes show a negative impact on the performance as large correlations
arise in the unfolded spectrum.

The response matrix is used in the following chapters to both generate reconstruction level
distributions as well as in the unfolding studies presented. As all following studies are
to be understood as being proof-of-concept studies, one neglects the differences between
electrons and muons. The aforementioned response matrix obtained from e+ jets events
is used to model the detector in the following studies while the statistics still correspond
to the one expected for e+ jets and µ+ jets.
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8 Reconstruction Level Studies

This chapter presents reconstruction level studies similar to the ones performed on particle
level in Chapter 6. It describes the sensitivity to mt and Γt using reconstruction level
distributions, unfolding to particle level will be discussed in the next chapter. The template
fit used to investigate potential biases and the expected statistical uncertainty when testing
different values for mt and Γt is identical and thus not described here. For all following
studies, the measurement process is defined to be described by the response matrix seen in
Figure 7.5. Reconstruction level templates are thus obtained by multiplying the particle
level distributions taken from the samples generated with Sherpa in Chapter 6 with the
response matrix (see Equation (4.4)). The distributions in mreco

t for any value of mt and
Γt are also obtained by using the parametrisations for mpart

t and smearing those with the
response matrix.
For simplicity, effects due to reconstruction and selection efficiencies are not included in
these studies. Both efficiencies are correction factors applied per bin and hence will have
an influence on the shape of the unfolded distribution. However, the templates would also
be corrected and scaled. Therefore, no change in the studied sensitivities would be seen.

8.1 Width and Mass Variation

The distribution inmreco
t is shown in Figure 8.1 for different values ofmt and Γt respectively.

As can be seen, the shape of the distribution still depends on the values assumed in the
Monte Carlo generator. The distributions are still shifted towards smaller mreco

t values for
decreasing mt and become broader for increasing Γt.

However, the overall distribution is much broader than the particle level distribution due
to resolution effects. Hence, one expects a significant reduction in the expected statistical
precision, especially when estimating the decay width of the top-quark. An ensemble test
is again employed to investigate the sensitivity on both properties of the top-quark.

8.2 Results of the Ensemble Test

The pseudo-datasets used in this test are generated by randomly fluctuating the recon-
struction level distributions corresponding to an expected number of events of N = 100000

as before. The results of the Γt ensemble test are shown in Figure 8.2. As can be seen in
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Fig. 8.1: Distributions in the invariant mass of the hadronically decaying pseudo top mreco
t on

reconstruction level. 8.1a shows the normalised distributions for different values mt while 8.1b for
different values of Γt

Figures 8.2a and 8.2c, the result of the fit is unbiased as before. The standard deviation
estimated from the pull distribution again agrees with the expectation and hence indicates
a correct estimation of the statistical uncertainty in each template fit. However, the
expected statistical uncertainty seen in Figure 8.2b is about 0.95GeV which is about three
to four times larger than the uncertainty found on particle level. This is consistent with
the observation that the reconstruction level distribution is much broader because of the
detector resolution.
The results of the sensitivity test for mt are presented in Figure 8.3. They also show a well
performing template fit with no biases. The expected statistical uncertainty is roughly
0.3GeV and thus only slightly larger than on particle level. This is due to the sensitivity
on the mass being based on the translation of the distribution which is less affected by
resolution effects and hence retains much of the precision seen on particle level.
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Fig. 8.2: Results of the ensemble test
on reconstruction level investigating
the sensitivity of the distribution in
mreco
t to Γt. Overall the figures demon-

strate a good performance of the fit,
for more details see the text.
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Fig. 8.3: Results of the ensemble
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ing the sensitivity of the distribution
in mreco

t to mt. Overall the figures
demonstrate a good performance of
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9 Correction to Particle Level

In this chapter, unfolding is applied to reconstruction level distributions to study the
performance of the unfolding and the effect on the estimation of the top-quark mass
and decay width. First, the effect of different values for the regularisation parameter on
the unfolded distribution is discussed and an optimal value is determined. Afterwards,
ensemble tests are employed to determine the sensitivity on mt and Γt and to investigate
potential biases due to the regularisation. Concluding this, the example to illustrate the
potential of model testing is picked up again.
Illustrating figures showing unfolded distributions and the obtained correlation matrices
are all based on the same, randomly chosen pseudo-dataset from the reconstruction level
ensemble test for mt = 172.5GeV and Γt = 1.3GeV.

9.1 Choice of Regularisation Parameter τ

Section 4.2 discusses the necessity for a regularisation scheme to reduce statistical fluctua-
tions in the unfolded distribution. To illustrate this effect, Figure 9.1 shows the results of
the unfolding of the randomly chosen pseudo-dataset without any regularisation applied.
The unfolding was performed using the SVD method and setting τ = 0. As can be seen
in Figure 9.1a, the unfolded distribution fluctuates around the true distribution and the
statistical uncertainty per bin is significantly larger than the ones for the reconstructed
distribution also shown. These large uncertainties are partially compensated by the high
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Fig. 9.1: Result of unfolding for one pseudo-dataset without regularisation being applied (τ = 0).
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Fig. 9.2: Result of unfolding for one pseudo-dataset using large regularisation parameter τ = S2
kk

with k = 4.

correlation between the bins as shown in Figure 9.1b revealing fully negatively correlated
neighbouring bins. Note here: the migration of events between the different bins in the
distribution is not limited to the visible range of the histogram. Consequently, the so
called under- and overflow bins collecting all events outside of the actual range of the
histogram are considered as two additional bins in the unfolding. Therefore, the shown
correlation matrix contains two additional entries for the first and last bin.

In conclusion, to obtain an unfolded distribution free of such fluctuations, the regularisation
parameter τ has to be tuned. However, large values for the regularisation do not necessarily
yield a better result. To illustrate this effect, Figure 9.2 shows the result of the unfolding
using a large value for the regularisation parameter τ = S2

kk corresponding to k = 4. This
means that the regularisation will suppress all but the first four terms in the singular value
decomposition. As seen in Figure 9.2a, the regularisation removed significant parts of the
distribution. Hence, the obtained result from the unfolding is all but useless considering
that true and unfolded distribution do not agree at all. Furthermore, large correlations
between neighbouring bins are observed which will further complicate the usage of the
result due to difficulties in inverting such a correlation matrix.

A possible strategy to determine the optimal value for τ has been presented in Section 4.3.
It is based on the obtained coefficients di after decomposing the measured histogram in a set
of orthogonal contributions. Significant contributions should have coefficients substantially
different from zero, in terms of its standard deviation which is – by construction – equal
to one. Coefficients for contributions due to statistical fluctuations should be compatible
with zero and follow a unit Gaussian distribution. As the orthogonal contributions to the
measured histogram are solely defined by the response matrix A and the matrix for the
Tikhonov regularisation C, the basis of the decomposition does not change if the measured
histogram is changed. Only the coefficients with respect to this new basis do. Therefore,
the mean of the absolute value for |di| can be estimated by averaging the |di| over the
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Fig. 9.3: Average coefficient |di| of the orthogonal contributions to the measured histograms.
Obtained from reconstruction level pseudo-datasets for mt = 172.5GeV and Γt = 1.3GeV.

pseudo-datasets used in the previous section.
Figure 9.3 shows the obtained average |di| values for the pseudo-datasets with mt =

172.5GeV and Γt = 1.3GeV. For all other studied combinations, the obtained plot is
practically identical. It can be seen that the first |di| have values significantly larger than
zero and thus give a significant contribution. For example i = 4, which was chosen in the
example in Figure 9.2, clearly is not the last contribution that should be taken into account.
Removing those yields the observed discrepancy between true and unfolded spectrum.
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Fig. 9.4: Result of unfolding for one pseudo-dataset using large regularisation parameter τ = S2
kk

with k = 10.

For i ≥ 10, the average |di| agree very well with the expected value if di is indeed distributed
according to a unit Gaussian for non-significant contributions. Therefore, the optimal
value for the regularisation parameter is given by τ = S2

kk with k = 10. Figure 9.4 shows
again the results of the unfolding for the same pseudo-dataset as before.
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9 Correction to Particle Level 9.1 Choice of Regularisation Parameter τ

The unfolded distribution is very close to the true one. Furthermore, the bins in the
unfolded distribution are much less correlated than in the previous cases. Only the bins
corresponding to the rising and falling flanks are negatively correlated with the central bin.
This is to be expected as the largest migration of events will occur at the flanks of the peak.
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Fig. 9.5: Distribution in the χ2 between unfolded
and true distribution.

Figure 9.5 shows the distribution in the
χ2 computed by comparing the unfolded
and true distribution on particle level after
unfolding the reconstruction level pseudo-
datasets. The estimated covariance matrix
of the unfolded distribution is used in the
χ2 calculation. In green, the analytical χ2

distribution for eleven degrees of freedom
is shown (k = 10 means the problem is ef-
fectively reduced to eleven equations). The
expected distribution is slightly shifted to-
wards smaller values compared to the ob-

served distribution. Nonetheless, testing all other possible choices for k and comparing the
resulting distribution in χ2 with the analytical form for k + 1 degrees of freedom reveals
the best agreement for k = 10. Furthermore, the regularisation does not introduce a hard
cutoff for all i > k but instead applies a dampening (compare to Equation (4.10)). There-
fore, some contributions for i > k might be present depending on the actual distribution
of singular values. Hence, the directly obtained number of degrees of freedom k + 1 is
probably slightly underestimating the actual number which would yield a better agreement
between analytical and observed distribution in χ2.
Overall, the unfolding seems to be able to reconstruct the true distribution reasonably well.
In the following, the effect of the unfolding on the estimation of Γt and mt is evaluated as
potential biases might be introduced.

9.2 Estimating the Decay Width

When introducing the concept of regularisation in Section 4.2, one remark was given: any
kind of regularisation is an external constraint imposed on the problem. Even though the
previous section shows huge differences in the performance of the unfolding depending on
the chosen value for τ , the choice of a specific τ remains – in the end – arbitrary.
The estimator is rarely unaffected by arbitrarily adding such constraints and thus the
regularisation is very likely to introduce a bias. The effect of this bias on the estimation of
the top-quark decay width will be described in this section. All considerations are also
valid for the estimation of the top-quark mass but will not be discussed in such a detail in
this context.

To estimate the decay width, the unfolded reconstruction level pseudo-datasets with known
true Γt are fitted using the particle level templates as described in Section 6.4.2. The
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9.2 Estimating the Decay Width 9 Correction to Particle Level

covariance matrix obtained from the unfolding method is used in the χ2 being minimised.
Due to the significantly longer time required to process one pseudo-dataset due to the
computation intensive unfolding, only 1800 pseudo-datasets are used per studied true
value of Γt.
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Fig. 9.6: Tikhonov regularisation term
(C~ω)T (C~ω) as a function of Γt.

The unfolding method employed in this the-
sis uses the Tikhonov regularisation. As
mentioned before, this demands the un-
folded result to be smooth. As smooth-
ness is typically not the first property that
comes to mind when talking about distribu-
tions with a peak, the distribution should
be smooth after dividing it by ~tini. Where
~tini is chosen to be equal to the distribution
in the tt̄ signal sample used to obtain the
response matrix. Therefore, the regularisa-
tion term itself depends on the value of Γt

as seen in Figure 9.6. For this plot, ~ω is obtained by using the parametrised particle level
templates: ωi = νΓt

i /t
ini
i .

Consequently, one expects the regularisation term to prefer distributions more compatible
with a small value of Γt. Additionally, the bias should become higher for increasing τ as
the importance of the regularisation also increases. The regularisation introduces a smooth
cutoff which should suppress contributions due to statistical fluctuation as discussed before.
Nonetheless, depending on the structure of the decomposed matrix, the cutoff can also
affect significant contributions if the corresponding singular value is too close to the value
chosen for the regularisation parameter. This will also lead to a bias in the unfolding
which increases with increasing τ .

Figure 9.7 compares the expectation value of the template fit result with the corresponding
true value for the fitted pseudo-datasets. The ensemble tests are performed for different
settings for the regularisation parameter ranging from no regularisation in Figure 9.7a to
a very large regularisation in 9.7f. As expected, the estimator is unbiased in case of no
regularisation due to no external constraints being imposed. This changes towards larger
regularisations which lead to a steady increase in the bias. At the working point of the
unfolding at k = 10, a small bias can be seen. Within the studied range from 1 to 3GeV,
the largest bias amounts to a shift of 9% with respect to the true value. A further increase
in the regularisation leads to an even higher bias in case k = 9 and an almost useless fit
result in case of k = 8. This again demonstrates the necessity to carefully tune and select
the optimal value for the regularisation parameter. As k can only take integer values,
k = 9 is the value immediately next to the optimal value but already yields a substantially
decreased performance in the template fit.

Figure 9.8 shows the results of the ensemble test for k = 10. As can be seen in Figure 9.8a,
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Fig. 9.7: Expectation value Γ̂t of the template fit compared with the true value Γt for different
regularisation parameters τ = S2

kk. The expectation value is obtained from a set of pseudo experiments
which are unfolded and then fitted to obtain Γ̂t. An increasing bias for decreasing values of k
(corresponding to a stronger regularisation) can be seen.
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Fig. 9.8: Result of the ensemble test incorporating unfolding using the optimal regularisation parameter
τ = S2

kk with k = 10.

the expected statistical uncertainty is roughly 1GeV. It is actually slightly larger than,
but still comparable to, the expected statistical uncertainty on reconstruction level. This
is expected as the unfolding cannot add sensitivity to the reconstruction level distribution
which is not there to begin with. Figure 9.8b shows the mean and standard deviation of
the pull distributions. The mean values are consistent with the previously seen bias when
studying the expectation value of the fit.
However, the standard deviation is significantly smaller than one, indicating overestimated
uncertainties in the fit. This effect is also a result of the applied regularisation and
increases for larger values of τ . Compensating for the overestimated uncertainties reduces
the expected statistical uncertainty and brings it even closer to the one seen in the
reconstruction level studies. Consequently, no statistical sensitivity on the decay width is
lost by unfolding to particle level instead of performing the measurement on reconstruction
level. Due to the large uncertainty, the effect of the bias at k = 10 is probably negligible
in an actual measurement. The following section will briefly present the results of the
ensemble test studying the sensitivity to mt.

9.3 Estimating the Mass

As mentioned before, the discussion about the effect of different values of the regularisation
parameter τ also applies in the estimation of the top-quark mass. Figure 9.9 shows the
results of the ensemble test. As is the case for the decay width, a small bias is seen at
the regularisation working point k = 10. The expected statistical uncertainty is about
0.35GeV and again slightly larger than the one obtained on reconstruction level. However,
studying the pulls again reveals an overestimation of the uncertainty. Therefore, using
unfolded distributions in the analysis does not lead to any loss or gain in terms of the
precision when measuring the mass of the top-quark.
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Fig. 9.9: Results of the ensemble test
investigating the sensitivity to mt after
applying unfolding. Qualitatively, the re-
sults show a small bias introduced by the
regularisation. The expected uncertainty
agrees with the reconstruction level test.

9.4 Potential for Model Testing

In this section, the example for model testing, which was discussed in Section 6.5, is
continued. One of the main motivations to perform a fiducial measurement with unfolding
to particle level is the possibility to easily test models without having to run a simulation
of the detector. As seen in the previous sections, including unfolding in the analyses does
not eliminate the increased uncertainties due to detector effects. Therefore, the study on
the separability of the different models with different matrix element multiplicities has to
be repeated including the unfolding step.
To evaluate the separability, one again performs ensemble tests in which the reconstruction
level distribution in mreco

t for 1j is sampled with statistics of N = 100000 and then
unfolded. The unfolded distribution is then compared to the particle level distributions
for the different multiplicities by calculating the χ2 as before.
The result of the comparison with the particle level 1j distribution is already shown
in Figure 9.5. The results in the reduced χ2 are shown in Figure 9.10. The obtained
distributions for 0j and 2j do not have any overlap with the distribution for 1j. Even
though the distributions are still very well separated, the total difference is smaller than
the one seen in Figure 6.9b for the particle level ensemble test. Nonetheless, at least in
the absence of systematic uncertainties, the unfolded distribution could be used to decide
which matrix element multiplicity is sufficient to describe the data.
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Fig. 9.10: Reduced χ2 to illustrate the separability of samples with different matrix element multiplicity
after unfolding the reconstruction level distribution. 9000 pseudo-datasets are generated for 1j, unfolded
and compared to the true distributions on particle level by calculating the χ2. Each dataset was
generated with statistics corresponding to N = 100000 events.

In the next and last chapter, light is shed on the influence of one systematic uncertainty –
the jet energy resolution – which will have a large impact on the estimation of the decay
width.
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This chapter discusses the uncertainty due to the jet energy resolution modelling in Monte
Carlo using a detector simulation. As will be demonstrated, this uncertainty has a huge
impact on the performance of a top-quark decay width measurement. In a detector
simulation, the energies and momenta of the “measured” jets are additionally smeared
to model the resolution effects on these quantities present in the real detector. This is
already included in the response matrix used in the previous studies and responsible for
the reconstruction level distribution in mreco

t being much broader than the corresponding
particle level one in mpart

t .
However, the amount of smearing that has to be applied in the simulation is itself just
an estimated quantity with an uncertainty [76]. This uncertainty has to be taken into
account and propagated to an uncertainty on the measured decay width. The effect of
the uncertainty is modeled by applying an additional smearing factor, which is drawn
from a Gaussian distribution, to the energy E and transverse momentum pT of each jet.
Additional smearing of the jet energies and momenta will broaden the distribution in mreco

t

and thus having exactly the same effect as a larger value for the decay width. This chapter
will present the extend of this effect and propose techniques to minimise the effect in an
actual measurement.
In the following, JER refers to the current size of the additional smearing that has to be
applied as recommended by the ATLAS collaboration and implemented in TopRootCore.
Additional factors indicate a modified size of this additional smearing, e.g. 0.5 ·JER refers
to the σ of the Gaussian from which the additional smearing factor is drawn being only
half as large as for JER.

10.1 Propagation of the Uncertainty

The effect of the uncertainty on the estimated top-quark decay width is studied by
processing the tt̄ signal sample with additional smearing applied to the jets. These
new samples are then used to construct the response matrix for different strengths of
the additional smearing. Two approaches can be followed to estimate the effect of this
uncertainty: the newly obtained response matrices can be used in the construction of
the reconstruction level distributions which are then unfolded using the nominal matrix
as before. Alternatively, the reconstruction level distributions are generated as before
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Fig. 10.1: Expectation value Γ̂t of the template fit to mpart
t compared with the true value Γt for

different strengths of the jet energy resolution uncertainty.

while the new matrices are used in the unfolding step. For these studies, one chooses the
first approach as this leaves the actual analysis untouched as only the input – given by
reconstruction level distributions – is modified.
The unfolded distributions are then again fitted using the particle level templates. The
influence of the systematic uncertainties is investigated using the same ensemble test as
before with a fixed regularisation parameter with k = 10. The expectation value for Γ̂t is
shown in Figure 10.1 for four different strengths of the jet energy resolution uncertainty.
While the additional bias in case of 0.2 · JER is negligible, it becomes very large even for
values still below the recommended value. It is remarkable how the additional uncertainty
leads to a bias which just shifts all expectation values up by approximately the same
amount. This confirms that the additional uncertainty has the same effect as a larger
value for the decay width. The effect will render any measurement useless, especially when
the recommend value, which is not even shown here, is used for the jet energy resolution
uncertainty.
Therefore, an approach on how to deal with this uncertainty in the measurement and
hopefully constrain it to an acceptable level is discussed in the following.
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Fig. 10.2: χ2 test to study the separability of different JER smearing factors using the hadronically
decaying W boson mass on reconstruction level. For an interpretation of the shown distribution see
the text.

10.2 Constraining the JER Uncertainty

The aforementioned uncertainty on the jet energy resolution is applied in the modelling
to ensure an agreement between the simulated samples and the actual data measured
by the detector. However, the recommended values should be suitable for a variety of
applications and not underestimate the uncertainty. Unfortunately, the resolution has to
be modelled as precisely as possible in a decay width measurement. Therefore, a so called
in-situ calibration of the jet energy resolution should be performed in the measurement. In
such a calibration, one performs not only a fit in Γt but also in ∆JER which calibrates the
resolution and is typically scaled to the known uncertainty ∆JER · JER. The uncertainty
on Γ̂t is then obtained by projecting the uncertainty of ∆JER obtained in the fit on Γt.
Obviously, this fit cannot be performed using the distribution of the mass of the top-
quark as the shape of the distribution depends in a similar way on Γt and ∆JER. An
alternative choice is the distribution of the invariant mass of the W boson based on the
pseudo-top definition. As seen before, the latter does not depend on Γt and can thus
be used in a simultaneous fit determining Γt and ∆JER. To estimate the potential
for constraining JER, the differences between the reconstruction level W distribution
in the tt̄ signal sample for different JER smearings and the nominal sample is studied.
This is done similarly to the model testing: the nominal distribution is sampled for a
statistics of N = 100000 and compared with the true distributions by calculating the
χ2. Figure 10.2 shows the distribution in the reduced χ2 after sampling the nominal
distribution many times. The plot shows a good agreement between the χ2/d.o.f. for the
nominal and the ∆JER = 0.2 sample. Therefore, the additional smearing is within the
statistical uncertainty which explains the negligible impact on Γ̂t seen in Figure 10.1a.
The performed test to constrain ∆JER can be interpreted by assuming the data to be
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distributed according the nominal distribution without any additional smearing. The fit
is unlikely to yield ∆JER > 0.8 as both 0.8 · JER and 1.0 · JER yield distributions in
χ2/d.o.f. clearly separated of the nominal distribution. However, for smaller values of
∆JER, different ∆JER are hardly distinguishable. As an example, assuming the fit yields
a value of ∆JER = 0.4, the uncertainty on this value will be large due to the high overlap
to ∆JER = 0.2 and ∆JER = 0.6 seen in Figure 10.2. Projecting this uncertainty onto Γt

will still yield a substantial uncertainty (see their huge difference in effect shown in Figure
10.1). Fortunately, the uncertainty on the fitted ∆JER and hence on Γ̂t will decrease
with additional data as the separation between the curves will improve.

Once multidimensional probability density functions are obtained, the fit with an in-situ
calibration of JER can be implemented on reconstruction level. In case of a particle level
analysis, one would face several problems: to perform the fit simultaneously for Γt and
∆JER, the entire fit should be applied on particle level. This requires the unfolding of the
two-dimensional distribution in mreco

t and mreco
W . Unfortunately, the method which is used

in this analysis and is found to yield satisfactory results can only unfold one-dimensional
problems. One alternative method is Bayesian iterative unfolding [77] which was also
tested in this analysis but discarded due to larger biases towards ~tini. Additionally, the tt̄
signal sample needs to have a significantly larger statistics as the four-dimensional response
matrix will have the squared number of bins compared to the two-dimensional case (which
already has 384 bins).
Unfortunately, no Monte Carlo sample with sufficient statistics exists and generating a new
one goes far beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the next section will present studies
performed using an alternative observable which is less sensitive to the JER uncertainty.

10.3 Alternative Observable ∆m = mt −mW

The W boson is constructed by two of the jets that are contained in the pseudo top
definition. Therefore, effects which alter those jets resulting in a change of mreco

W should
also be affecting mreco

t in a similar way and hence a stabilised observable can be defined by
combining both. Several possibilities have been tried and the difference ∆m = mt −mW

came out ahead in terms of sensitivity to Γt. The obtained distributions in ∆mpart on
particle level are shown in Figure 10.3a. Analog to the studies using mpart

t and mreco
t , the

sensitivity on particle level is taken from an ensemble test using parametrised templates
to fit for Γt. The expected statistical precision is shown in Figure 10.3b to the right and
is about the same as the one seen for mpart

t . The same studies as before have also been
performed to verify that no bias is present in the fit (Figures A.5a and A.5b). The response
matrix is obtained again from the tt̄ signal sample (Figure A.5c), reconstruction level
distributions are obtained by multiplying the particle level distributions with this matrix
(Figure A.5d). The optimal value for the regularisation parameter k = 8 is determined
(Figure A.5e) and the expected statistical uncertainty after unfolding is found to be actually
slightly better than the one found before (Figure A.5f).
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Fig. 10.3: Distribution and expected statistical uncertainty on Γt for ∆mpart = mpart
t − mpart

W .
Corresponding figures for mpart

t are 6.4b and 6.7d.Overall, about the same performance is seen for the
new observable on particle level.
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Fig. 10.4: Expectation value Γ̂t of the template fit to unfolded distributions of mreco
t compared with

the true value Γt for different strengths of the jet energy resolution uncertainty.

Figure 10.4 shows the expectation value for Γ̂t for the nominal and 0.8 · JER smearing. In
the nominal case, the fit is almost unbiased except for a small slope due to the regularisation
as before. The results for 0.8 · JER are still shifted towards larger values, however, the
effect is substantially smaller than the one seen before in Figure 10.1d. Therefore, alternate
observables can lead to a reduction in the uncertainty and should be considered in the
actual measurement. It is also possible to combine both an observable less sensitive to
resolution modelling uncertainties and an in-situ calibration in the measurement.

10.4 Potential for Model Testing

Concluding the discussion of the uncertainty due to the modeling of the jet energy
resolution, the example for model testing is again picked up. In order to apply the χ2 test
as before to determine the separability between the different distributions, the systematic
uncertainty has to be added to the unfolded histogram. The additional uncertainty per
bin and the correlation are determined from the nominal and JER tt̄ signal sample. This
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Fig. 10.5: Result of unfolding the same pseudo-dataset as in figure 9.4a. The shown uncertainty
also includes the uncertainty due to the modeling of the jet energy resolution. See the text for details
on how this additional uncertainty is evaluated.

additional uncertainty in one bin can in principle be determined by taking the difference
after unfolding the reconstruction level distributions in both samples. However, this only
yields the observed uncertainty for these two samples and does not allow the determination
of the correlation between the bins.
To estimate the expected uncertainty (given by the expected difference), an ensemble
test has to be performed. However, the nominal and JER sample are not statistically
independent as they only differ in the detector simulation but are identical up to the particle
level. Therefore, the reconstruction level distribution cannot be varied independently in an
ensemble test. A method called Bootstrapping is used to generate the pseudo-datasets for
the test [78]. In this method, for every simulated event, an event-weight is drawn from a
Poisson distribution with ν = 1 for every pseudo-dataset. If another sample using the same
basic events is processed (as is the case for the nominal and JER tt̄ signal sample), the
same weights are used. The expected difference and correlation between the different bins
is then obtained from averaging over the unfolded distributions in these pseudo-datasets.
The method has the benefit of correctly producing the correlation of different histograms.
Additionally, it separates the statistical fluctuations which affect both nominal and JER
in the same way from the systematic difference due to the additional smearing applied to
the jets’ energies.

The covariance matrix for the expected uncertainty is then estimated by using this method
and generating 1000 pairs of pseudo-datasets. The estimated covariance matrix for JER
is then scaled to match the statistic of N = 100000 used in all ensemble tests presented
before. To obtain the total covariance matrix of the unfolded histogram in mpart

t , both the
matrix for JER and the one obtained from the unfolding procedure for this pseudo-dataset
are added.
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Fig. 10.6: Reduced χ2 to illustrate the separability of samples with different matrix element multiplicity
after unfolding the reconstruction level distribution. Covariance matrix for the uncertainty on the jet
energy resolution modelling was considered in the calculation of χ2.

Figure 10.5 shows the result of the unfolding for the same pseudo-dataset as used before.
However, the shown uncertainty includes the estimate for the JER uncertainty. As can
be seen, its effect is largest at the peak of the distribution. This is expected as those bins
are the most affected by the additional bin migration due to the additional smearing of
the energies. Unfortunately, those bins also have the highest sensitivity to the top-quark
decay width. Hence the estimated uncertainty due to JER is consistent with the large
impact seen when estimating Γt.
Figure 10.6 shows again the result of an ensemble test to investigate the separability
between the different matrix element multiplicities. It is obtained by using the total
covariance matrix in the test discussed in Section 9.4. Even though less than before, the
0j and 2j can still be clearly separated from the distribution for 1j. Concluding this,
there is still great potential in using the particle level distributions to test different models.
However, it remains to be seen how this picture changes once all systematic uncertainties
are considered.
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In this thesis, studies on the fiducial measurement of the differential cross section dσ/ dmpart
t

are performed and the potential for measuring the top-quark decay width using this
distribution is investigated. The studies are performed in the context of the ATLAS
experiment at

√
s = 8TeV using events with semileptonic decays of tt̄ pairs with electrons

and muons in the final state. Additionally, at least four jets need to be present in those
events with a minimum of two of these jets being tagged as b-jets.
The fiducial measurement is defined on the particle level consisting of all particles stable
enough to be detected. It is argued that observables on this level are independent of
both detector and modelling effects. These stable particles are classified and clustered to
obtain the objects resembling the actual physical objects also measured by the detector:
electrons, muons and jets. In these studies, only hadronically decaying top-quarks formed
by combining one b- and two non-b-tagged jets are used.

The object definition is applied to several Monte Carlo samples for different Γt in order
to determine the expected sensitivity in an actual measurement of this quantity. For a
statistics corresponding to the expected number of signal events in the full 8TeV dataset,
the expected statistical uncertainty on Γt is found to be about 0.3GeV. This result is
obtained by using only Monte Carlo truth information and does not even include any
detector effects. Comparing this to the predicted value within the standard model of
Γt = 1.3GeV already illustrates the limited precision expected in a direct measurement of
Γt. This is caused by the shape of dσ/ dmpart

t being already dominated by jet clustering
effects instead of the decay width of the top-quark. Consequently, the statistical precision
is reduced once detector effects are included. Using reconstruction level distributions,
an expected statistical precision of roughly 1GeV is obtained from the studies. This
is substantially larger than the expected value on particle level alone and comparable
to the predicted value for Γt itself. Extensive studies are performed to optimise the
unfolding which is used to correct for the detector effects yielding the fiducial measurement
on particle level. Overall, a good performance of the unfolding is achieved with only a
small bias on the estimated Γt. However, unfolding itself cannot add information to the
measurement and thus it is not surprising that no gain in sensitivity is seen when applying
it. Furthermore, technical difficulties will arise once systematic uncertainties have to be
constrained as multi-dimensional unfolding will become necessary. Especially uncertainties
affecting the resolution of the measured energies require such a treatment as their effect on
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the shape of dσ/ dmt is similar to Γt and thus introduces a large bias. Lastly, the result
still depends on the modelling of the templates used in the fit and thus the extracted value
Γt does not fulfil the defining criteria for a fiducial measurement.
Concluding this, using a fiducial measurement of dσ/ dmpart

t to perform a single mea-
surement of Γt cannot be recommended as no benefit is seen outweighing the additional
level of complexity due to unfolding. This picture might change once a measurement
combining the fiducial cross-sections from different experiments is performed. In a single
measurement not aiming for a fiducial measurement, reconstruction level distributions
can be used. A more sophisticated top-quark reconstruction – e.g. using a kinematic
fit – can be performed. This will greatly reduce the combinatorial background, allow to
incorporate additional information in every event and grant the possibility to reduce the
minimal number of b-tagged jets in an event. Consequently, a better statistical precision
should be achievable.

The here presented studies demonstrate that it is indeed possible to unfold the distribution
in mreco

t . Before, this was uncertain due to the challenge of reconstructing the peak in a
distribution affected by a resolution whose magnitude is comparable to the peak itself.
While the fiducial cross-section is not beneficial in measuring the decay width, it is a very
interesting measurement in itself. It has great model testing capabilities without having
to include a simulation of the detector in the model prediction when comparing different
models to the measured data. This is demonstrated by testing the separability of different
simulations using matrix elements with varying multiplicities of additional partons. It
is also demonstrated how systematic uncertainties can be propagated to the unfolded
distribution on particle level. As all studies revealed a well-performing unfolding, it could
now be applied to the measured distribution in data. After subtracting the expected
background, the unfolding method is applied as discussed in detail in this thesis. It should
take into account the efficiency to properly estimate the actual distribution on particle
level.
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Fig. A.1: Bin parametrisations as a function of Γt.
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Fig. A.2: Bin parametrisations as a function of Γt.
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Fig. A.3: Bin parametrisations as a function of mt.
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Fig. A.4: Bin parametrisations as a function of mt.
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